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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 

The aim of this research work is to study how 
eXtreme programming could be combined with ISO 
9000:2000 standards to improve Nigerian software 
development processes. The combination of these 
models will enable organizations take advantage of 
models� strengths and compensate for their weaknesses 
in enhancing continuous software process improvement 
and rapidly responding customer's changing needs. This 
was achieved by adopting a model in balancing ISO and 
eXtreme programming in software projects. This allows 
organization to determine whether to choose a pure 
method (eXtreme programming or ISO) or mixed 
methods (eXtreme programming and ISO) that will be 
most successful in executing software projects. Also 
developed was another strategy in modifying eXtreme 
programming practices to reflect ISO 9001:2000 
standard requirements. 

 
Keywords: ISO 900:2000 standard, eXtreme 
programming, agile methodology. 
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1 CHAPTER 1- INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background and motivation   
 
The need for continuous process improvement to ensure organization repeatedly delivers software 

products to meet customer needs has been an ever growing concern, which has lead to the development of 
software process improvement models; amongst these models are ISO standards, TickIT [WWWTickIT], 
CMM [SAMI Zahran 98], CMMI [Ahern 2003], Bootstrap [SAMI Zahran 98], etc.  

ISO 9000:2000 is defined as �an International Standard that defines the principles, fundamentals 
concepts and terms underlying a Quality Management System (QMS)� [David V. 2004]. According to [Aki 
Bran, 2004] which defines ISO 9000 as a control process to ensuring output consistency in manufacturing 
industries. ISO 9000 was introduced in the UK and is widely used across Europe, as at the year 2000, over 
250,000 registered members were recorded. This is as result of the demand by most organizations including 
government agencies for ISO certifications from their clients. There are different views about ISO 9000, 
some people perceive ISO as model that satisfies customer needs, saves cost and effort because it reduces 
rework in designs and developments [Seddon2000].  While some critics like John Seldom believes ISO has 
caused more problem in quality management rather than enhancing quality [Seddon2000]. Although ISO 
9000 works well with the manufacturing industries for example organization that produces designs and 
hardware, but it�s very challenging and also complicated in implementing ISO 9000 requirements in 
software development organizations [Aki Bran, 2004]. Despite these weaknesses and criticism, demand for 
ISO is on the increase due to the fact that it brings stability, predictability and enhances quality in software 
product. On the other hand Agile methodology was introduce to solve problems faced with the traditional 
development process like ISO. But today it�s growing fast to replace the traditional development process as 
a result of its ability to rapidly respond to changing needs in software development. 

This research paper will focus on eXtreme programming (XP) �a lightweight, change-oriented and 
customer-oriented approach to software development� [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005], which is the most widely 
used agile methodology. eXtreme programming also �emphasizes the importance of on-site customer, oral 
communication, product quality, short feedback from customer and end-users, simplicity, minimal 
documentation and avoidance of overtime�[Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005]. eXtreme programming (XP) focuses 
on continuous testing, integration and the need to always expect change from users, also it emphasis less on 
documentation. XP is successful today because it focuses on customer satisfaction and rapidly responds to 
changing needs especially in environment where requirements are unstable. This is made possible by 
involving users in development process, empowers developers to continuously respond to customer needs 
and also emphasizes on team- work. Although eXtreme programming has some weaknesses for example it 
is a process for a small team, it is not scalable, it lacked artifacts and documentation etc. 

However eXtreme programming and ISO have some weaknesses, but both models� strengths worth 
looking at, eXtreme programming satisfies customers, lowers defect rate, respond to rapid changing needs, 
decreases development time thereby reduces time to market while ISO promises predictability, stability, 
higher quality assurance. Considering these strengths and couple with the increasing demands for process 
certification from disciplined/plan-driven process like ISO and also rapid emergence of eXtreme 
programming in Europe, America and Asia, because of it�s flexibility and rapid response to changing 
requirements in software products. It becomes necessary to combine eXtreme programming and ISO in a 
way that would be complementary, although there are past studies investigating how to combine extreme 
programming and ISO standard, but these studies were more applicable to western organizations. This 
research would be investigating how to combine extreme programming and ISO in way that would be 
applicable and beneficiary to Nigerian organizations. This would overhaul Nigerian development process to 
meet international standard. And will also enable Nigerian organizations gain ISO certification and 
continuously improve on their development processes to repeatedly deliver quality software products that 
satisfy customers� requirements.   

The challenge in this research work is to improve on Nigerian development process by combining 
eXtreme programming with ISO standard to produce an improved process that is quality sufficient, 
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flexible, predictable, stable, rich in documentation, more evolving, customer oriented and at the same time 
help organizations achieve ISO certification for market recognition and quality value.  

1.2 Research aim 
 

The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 that will be beneficiary to Nigerian organization for continual software process 
improvement. This will enable Nigerian organization repeatedly delivers quality software product and the 
same time allows eXtreme programming organizations achieve ISO certification. 

1.3 Research objectives 
  
The objectives of this research paper are as follows:  

I. Review of literatures about ISO 9000 standard and eXtreme programming (XP) practices to 
exploring both model relationships in determining their weaknesses and compatible strengths. 

II. Exploring Nigerian Software practitioner�s views and opinions about Nigerian current software 
process practices, ISO and eXtreme programming by conducting online interviews and use of 
questionnaire. 

III. Evaluations of these findings to determine how ISO 9000 and eXtreme programming (XP) would 
be combined to improve Nigerian development process.  

1.4 Research questions 
 
From the above aims and objectives the following research questions were formulated:  

 
I. What is the state of Nigerian software development practices? 

II. What are the strengths and weaknesses of eXtreme programming (XP) and ISO 9000 standard?  
III. What is the relationship between eXtreme programming (XP) and ISO 9000 standards?  
IV. How can Nigerian organizations combine eXtreme programming (XP) with ISO 9000?  
V. How can Nigerian eXtreme programming organization achieve ISO certification?  

VI. What will Nigerian organization benefits from combining eXtreme programming (XP) with ISO 
9000? 

 

1.5 Expected outcome 
 

I. Reports on the relationship between ISO 9000 and eXtreme programming (XP) 
II. Strengths and weaknesses of ISO and eXtreme programming (XP) 

III. Recommendation on how Nigerian organizations can combine eXtreme programming and ISO 
9000 to continually improve software process. 

IV. Strategy that allows Nigerian eXtreme programming organizations achieves ISO certification. 
 

1.6 Related studies 
 

1.6.1 Alignment of eXtreme programming with ISO 9001:2000 - Ticket 
 
Although few research work have been conducted in these areas, [David V. 2004] carried out a master 

thesis on alignment of eXtreme programming with ISO 9000 as explained by TICK IT 5.0. The strength of 
this research work was the use of case studies to actually investigate how to use eXtreme programming 
with ISO 900 as explained by TickIT 5.0. The relationships between the two models were clearly and well 
investigated, and the research outcome/result shows that some models� practices are compatible while some 
conflict one another [David V. 2004]. But the researcher did not provide detail and specific framework to 
actually guide organizations in combining these models, although European companies were used as case 
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studies, which makes it more applicable to western countries.  But in this research, Nigerian software 
development environment was considered in carrying out this study on how to combine eXtreme 
programming with ISO standard using empirical data from Nigerian companies. In this research, my 
experience in western world in development practices was married with my earlier experiences in software 
development practices in Nigerian to fulfilling the aims of this research. Also in this research, the 
relationship between eXtreme programming and ISO was investigated and same time recommendations 
were made on how Nigerian organizations can actually combine these models by taking advantage of these 
models strengths to compensate for their weaknesses. This was achieved by providing a framework that 
allows organizations determine how to effectively balance eXtreme programming and ISO standard in the 
best way that would be more successful in executing software projects. This framework was developed by 
adopting and modifying [BarryTurner2003] methods selection dimension as described in chapter 8. And a 
further strategy was also developed to guide organization in modifying eXtreme programming practices in 
a way that will be accepted from ISO perspectives by adopting [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005] and [Gram 
Wright] ideas on modifying of eXtreme programming to reflects the needs of ISO standard. 

Other two related studies that will help me fulfill the research aims would be describe in the following 
subsections; and these would be reference in chapter six to allow me comprehensively mapped eXtreme 
programming practices to ISO clauses. These related studies were all about the application of eXtreme 
programming in executing software projects as described in the subsection 1.6.2 and 1.6.3. my 
contributions to extend these past projects was to sort out eXtreme programming practices in this related 
studies and mapped these practices to ISO requirements and clauses in some ISO�s key process areas as 
described in chapter 6. The aim of this mapping is to determine the relationships between eXtreme 
programming practices and ISO requirements by investigating if eXtreme programming practices meet ISO 
requirements from ISO perspective.  
 

1.6.2 Field experiences with eXtreme programming in ERS system development.  
 

This is [FrVreed, 2006]�s action research study report on the experiences in the development and 
implementation of web based, distributed information system �Emergency response systems� using 
eXtreme programming development process. The ERS was to cater for the communication and biosecurity 
needs of the public health laboratories across state, it need to be a secured dedicated web based network 
system and its expected to be linked with clients in remote and rural areas. ERS is supposed to be 
implemented in 85 laboratories which makes it a distributed system with client /server architecture running 
on Linux platform (open source). The ERS server contains 247 files and 23, 130 lines of code already 
developed, while the client�s side has 160 files and 2,003 lines of codes also already developed [FrVreed, 
2006].  

ERS it is a completely new system, before now there is no information system that existed that could 
help in requirement gathering, it is a dynamic and innovative system with expectation of using cutting edge 
technology to cater for its sophisticated and complex functions. Example of some of the functions are 
processing alert transaction, alert transaction management, image processing and management, real-time 
consultation between different users, network system monitoring, support users graphical interface, also 
includes non functional requirements � conformance with standard security measures. The hardware part of 
ERS consists of flat screen, speakers, virtual keyboard, high resolution digital camera, bios safe Plexiglas 
specimen container, microscope with microscope kits interface attached etc [FrVreed, 2006]. 

The goals of this studies was to further improve on the existing knowledge on how to operationalize 
eXtreme programming practices in a technological driven environment thereby allowing developers to 
rapidly respond to innovative and fast changing requirements [FrVreed, 2006]. The eXtreme programming 
was chosen for the following reason: project team size, its flexibility nature, evolving prototyping and low 
overhead.  

The migration of the system to real life environment was very successful and less than ten updates were 
implemented as result of errors and none was implemented due to wrong functionalities that show 
requirements were clearly satisfied [FrVreed, 2006]. The project stakeholders were very satisfied with 
system applications and additional provision of fund has been made available to support the 
development/implementation of advanced functionalities. 
 
How eXtreme programming was applied in ERS system. 
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This section gives a summary on how eXtreme programming was operationilized in the project 
according [FrVreed, 2006]. 
System metaphor � There was introduction meeting at the beginning of the project, where the user 
presented an overview of the ERS system, from this overview a scenario was created that was prioritized 
by the user and this scenario was adopted as the system metaphor that gave user and developers how ERS 
system should look like [FrVreed, 2006]. 
Planning games � At the earlier stage of the project development begin to research technology to be 
employed to meet users� expectation. Also there was a quarterly meeting to plan system new features and 
prioritization of the features, additional meetings were also held. Status meeting where also held weekly, 
tasks were regularly updated. 
Small releases � Few weeks after the initial meeting, a working prototype was release that covers just 5 
percent of the entire functionalities. The project keeps developing more iterations of prototype till the end 
of the project. 21 milestones of prototype were produce and a total of over 30 iterative release cycles. 
The user was motivated by rapid prototyping which encourage the user to rapid give feed back and sharing 
more ideas about the system. The iterative prototyping also helps the user to have a comprehensive 
knowledge about the technology employed and the system as a whole. 
Simple design � Simplicity was the order of the design, this was encourage by keeping the design simple 
for example the system required the development of a thin client and interface that was users friendly. 
Due to simplicity in design, changes were very easy to implement for example changes that required a new 
or another technology was easy to change or replaced. 
Testing � During the first several iterations at the beginning of the project the developers wrote the test 
plan before coding this was made possible as result users feed back. As development enters a crucial stage, 
where development effort becomes demanding, test was now written along side with coding, to free 
developers to concentrate on mainly coding, a non developer among the team was now assigned the job of 
writing a test plan and the same time conduct a regression test. The idea created division of labor in the 
team thereby allowing developers code without distraction, which help to increase team productivity. 
Refract ring � As more functionality is being added, developers keep modifying or reviewing the code for 
better performance and improvement, for example there was a case when user complains of slow 
navigation when capturing image, developer reviewed the code to solve this problem, and this resulted a 
better performance system. 
Pair programming � 2-4 developers worked on the project for the first two years, and they were working in 
pairs. In the second year, additional 2 developers joined the team and they continue working in pairs, but 
there some exception when work schedules prevent pairing up, in this case they work individually. Despite 
these developers were still communicating on regular basis. Developers work in pair in different 
assignments, paring depends on coding skills, application domain knowledge and availability, also pairing 
happens naturally without been formally assigned. Pair programming seems to be more beneficial in the 
sense that knowledge sharing and transfer were quiet fruitful to the development team.  
Few cases were reported on when pair programming gave some problem, for example owning-up 
responsibility in task completion. This was also a finding by [StvRosenberg] according [FrVreed, 2006] 
paired developers may not be willing to disclose their inability to complete a task. In this project this 
problem was solve by assigning a lead programmer and the responsibility lies in him to report job progress, 
also the position keep alternating throughout the project. 
Collective ownership � It worked well with this project, all the developers work on the same code at 
different time, everyone seems to own responsibility on any part of the code that is working well, adequate 
knowledge was shared since all project member worked on so many area of the project at different time. 
The only danger face with collective ownership is this fact that the codes belong to everybody, know one 
actually own the final product, if product fails nobody to hold responsible. The is problem was anticipated 
in this project and that was the reason a lead in any team was always assigned, so whenever anything go 
wrong there should always be somebody accountable. 
Continuous integration � New codes were continually added to the base code, followed by a regression 
test. 
Forty-hour week - The IT developers worked 20 hours a week due to other engagement. And the user was 
readily available although they have other engagement; this is the main reason for prolonged prototype 
development. 
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On site customers � users could not be collocated due to their busy schedules, but were readily available 
and committed in sharing ideas that could be beneficiary to the ERS system especially at early stage of the 
project. Users were satisfied with the system functionality. 
Coding standard � Agreed coding standard was clearly followed throughout the project. 
. 
Conclusion 

The research shows eXtreme programming was much beneficial to this project, although the 12 
complete eXtreme programming principles were not fully applied, which is a common practice for most 
successful eXtreme programming projects. Although [StvRosenberg] is of the opinion of the need to apply 
all eXtreme programming practices in a project because the practices depends on each other for a 
successful implementation. My view contracts this, since XP is adaptive it should be modify to suit 
production environment, the good thing about XP is its flexibility, even if without applying all the 
principles, project could still be very successful. It worth mentioning to always try and apply all the 
practices, it should not be the end of the world if all the practices are not fully implemented. In this case 
study the following XP practices Testing, pair programming, On-site customer were not fully implemented, 
[BoemBW2002] suggest that no methodology is 100 percent adoptable, which is true, there is always need 
for modification to suit your project needs, doing this creates room for productivity and innovations 
according to [FrVreed, 2006]. 

Interesting to know also that some principles that were more difficult to implement were code standards, 
refractoring and writing test plan, this contradicts another study that had planning games, collective 
ownership and customer on-site according to [FrVreed, 2006]. I am not surprised about this contradiction, 
the reason for this contradiction has to do with the kind of project, how experienced is the project team, and 
how knowledgeable they are about eXtreme programming etc. For example in this case studies, the 
developers were not quiet experience and that was the likely reason they find it difficult implementing code 
standard practice.  

Additional practice like documentation and usability testing was a welcome development; it was healthy 
practice to actually assign someone else to take care of the system documentation to reduce the burden on 
the developer, whom might end up not documenting anything. 
 

1.6.3 eXtreme programming at a process intensive company  
 

This was a research report by [JamesGrenning2001] on the adoption of eXtreme programming in a 
company that has a large formal development process. The project at hand was critical safety-system, 
embedded application running on widows NT platform. The project was divided into sub systems that were 
to be development by different teams. One of the teams employed eXtreme programming, with help of 
eXtreme programming consultant while other development team used a formal traditional plan-driven 
method that the organization is known to be good at. The eXtreme programming team was a three-man 
team � customer and two developers including the consultant, the company system engineer acted as 
project customers [JamesGrenning2001]. 

The project goals were to build a reliable product, with enough documentation; source code that can 
easily be understood and delivery should be timely. And eXtreme programming practices were applied with 
the project goals in mind. Conclusively the eXtreme programming team produced amazing results, the team 
and the project managers were impressed with the result in terms of quality and productivity 
[JamesGrenning2001]. 
 
How eXtreme programming was applied in process intensive company 

The following shows how eXtreme programming was applied in process intensive company 
[JamesGrenning2001]. 
Planning game - Although this practice was partially adopted, in planning the team did everything to limit 
scope of the project, encourage work break down practices and adopted the company existing task signup 
technique, instead of story telling by the customer, use cases were developed from existing requirements, 
and a database was used in requirements management.  
Small releases � This practice was adopted fully, and iteration period was one month. 
Metaphor � This practice was not adopted, no metaphor was developed at the beginning of the project, but 
later design emanated, which was in form of UML diagrams that later play the role of a metaphor. 
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Simple design � It was adopted; simple iterative designs were based on chosen requirements, the designs 
were needed by the managers for monthly reviews. 
Functional testing - Was adopted, a functional test was developed; it helps to check if customer 
expectation is met, and acceptance was later automated to further clarifies if customer needs were met. 
Test-first design - This practice was fully adopted, test first design approach was the success behind the firs 
line of production code, and the programme was written in C++ and CppUnit as test tool  
Refractoring � It was fully adopted, as development progresses, the codes and designs were continually 
rafractored to improve the efficiency and performance. 
Pair programming � It was adopted only for creating production codes. 
Collective ownership � The practice was adopted; the team owns the codes collectively, except in a 
situation where only one programmer has only the technical know how. 
Continuous integration � was adopted, was quiet smooth at first iteration, but as iterations grows, 
integrations problems came up, but the developers have learnt over time on how to quickly respond to this 
type of problem. 
40-hour week � was adopted, but teams most times work overtime to meet iterations goals. 
On-site customer � It was partially adopted, the company systems engineer played the role of onsite 
customer, although he was not fully in charge of the test, because the use cases was a bench mark for 
performing test. 
Coding standards - It was fully adopted; the only standard was to �make the code look like the code that is 
already there.� Also a C++ template to provide comment blocks.  
Open workspace � It was not adopted, working environment lack open space, but pair programming 
happens in the corners office 
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1.7 Thesis structure 
 
This thesis consists of 8 chapters and some appendices. This includes; 
Chapter 1 Introduction: - It covers general introduction to this research (Master thesis) and it contains the 
following sections; background, aims, objective, research questions, expected outcomes, related study and 
thesis structure. 
 
Chapter 2 Research strategies and techniques: - This chapter describes qualitative research approach 
used in this thesis. It also outlines research steps taken and validation of this study.  
 
Chapter 3 Nigerian software development state � Overview of Nigerian software development process 
 
Chapter 4 ISO Standard � This chapter gave a comprehensive overview of ISO Standard series but with 
emphasis on ISO 9000:2000 and ISO 9001:2000. It also describes quality management principles, 
structure, weaknesses and strengths of ISO 9000.  
 
Chapter 5 eXtreme Programming: - It gives general view of eXtreme programming by discussion 
eXtreme programming core values, principles and practices. 
 
Chapter 6 Mapping of ISO to eXtreme programming � This chapter describes the relationship between 
ISO and eXtreme programming practices. 
 
Chapter 7 Analysis and Results � Research outcome 
 
Chapter 8 Proposed Methodology/practices: - This Chapter describes how eXtreme programming could 
be combined by modifying eXtreme programming practice from ISO 9000 perspective. 
 
Chapter 9 strategy to modify eXtreme programming from ISO perspective 
 
Chapter 10 Conclusion: - this chapter gives a summary of the research work, also provides answer to the 
research questions, and finally summarizes research findings and recommendation. 
 
Chapter 10 Further research: - This chapter describes the need and kind of similar or related research 
work necessary to be carried out in the nearest future. 
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2 CHAPTER 2 - RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1 Research Methodology  
 
To fulfill the aims of this research, qualitative research methodology was adopted as research 

methodology because it gives a good understanding of any given problem or situation. [Creswell 2003] 
defines qualitative research as the one �the inquirer makes knowledge claims based primarily on 
constructivist perspectives or advocacy/participatory perspectives or both�.  One of the ultimate aims of 
qualitative research is to offer a perspective of a situation and give a comprehensive report that shows the 
researcher ability to describe the correspondence situation [Mayers 2000]. Qualitative approach enabled the 
researcher to gain adequate knowledge in providing a comprehensive report on the research subject to 
fulfilling the aims of the research.  In this research, literatures studies, interviews and questionnaire were 
used in collating data/information to fulfilling the aims of the research.  

In order for the investigator to effectively carry out the research, questionnaire was developed based on 
the research aims, objectives, questions and the general research framework. First of all, some open ended 
questions (1 to 7) in the questionnaire as seen in the appendix A were asked, these enable the investigator 
capture information about company size, development team, nature/size of project and experienced level of 
the development team. These sets of questions give further clue on the general characteristics of Nigerian 
software development environment that will enable the investigator provides answers to the first research 
question and also information on what kind of methodology that would be suitable for Nigerian projects 
execution. Secondly the next sets of questions (8 to 18) that primarily connect the software development 
process as shown in the appendix A, enables the investigator to assess the companies� current state in 
software development practices. And it also enables the investigator captures interviewees� view about ISO 
standards and eXtreme programming and also help in providing answers to research questions II, III IV and 
V. Lastly the questions (19 to 21) enable the interviewees think objectively in giving suggestions on other 
issues in software development practices that need to be addressed, this will give useful information on 
how to possibly combine eXtreme programming with ISO standard that will be beneficial, and also 
provides clue in providing answers to research questions VI, VII and VIII.   

Nigerian companies were selected based on their experiences in software development, about 10 
companies were initially contacted with the expectation of getting at least 2 responses from each company. 
Five (5) companies finally agreed to be interviewed with the expectation of getting at least 2 responses 
each, this will bring the number of interviewees to 10. This number will enable the investigator gather 
enough information that could be generalised for Nigerian software market segment in respect of 
development methodologies or processes. These selected companies was forwarded the research aims and 
frame work, also further discussion was done through telephone to create further knowledge about the 
research goals and frame work, this motivated the interviewees to be objective as much as possible in 
fulfilling the research goals.  

Two (2) weeks were earlier proposed to gather empirical data from Nigerian companies, but this could 
not be achieved within the specified period because of the interviewees� jobs schedules and due to 
communications barriers as a result of the distance between the investigator and the interviewees. It 
eventually took 3 weeks to gather empirical data from these companies. 

 
The following summarizes the steps taken in the general research approach:  
 

1. Identifying and reviewing of published research papers preferably �paired reviewed� and books on 
the above subject.  

2. Collation of results from the different literatures already reviewed  
3. Analysis and comparison of different papers� findings or results.  
4. Literature�s findings summarized  
5. Collation of some experienced eXtreme programming and ISO standard companies, developers, 

and quality assurance team�s view/input through interviews, questionnaire, correspondence, 
emails, chats and online interview and the use of questionnaire. 
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6. Findings summarized. 
 

A comparative analysis was carried out on the findings by identifying or sorting out important features 
of both models that influence software quality improvement. Then key related practices in both models 
were identified, also weaknesses and compatible strengths of both models were also identified by 
exploiting the features or characteristics of these models. Recommendations were made on how to possibly 
combine ISO 9000 and eXtreme programming to enhance software quality improvement in Nigeria.  
 

2.1.1 Data collections 
 

In this research, studying of literatures, reviewing of reports on past projects, interviews and 
questionnaire were data collections method employed. The next section will describe in detailed data 
collections technique.  
 

2.1.2 Interview and Questionnaire.  
 

[Stewarts & Williams 200] defines interview as �interactional communication process between two 
parties, at least one of whom has a predetermined and serious purpose, and usually involves the asking and 
answering of question�. First of all, the questionnaire was designed based on the research aims, questions 
and framework. The questionnaire comprised of open, primary and neutral questions, this is to allow the 
interviewees the will and freedom to response to these questions. These were necessary to help provides 
answers to the research questions objectively and also for the research aims to be fulfilled. 

Interviews were conducted through telephones, Skype, e-mails, chatting etc because of the distance 
between the investigator who is based in Sweden and interviewees that are based in Nigeria. Face to face 
interviews would have been better for effective communication and understanding, but this problem were 
solved by using Skype that combines data with voice, this enabled both parties to communicate via voice 
prompt and live text. First of all e-mail was used to convey the questionnaire to the interviewees and the 
interviewees responded through e-mail, and a follow-up interview was conducted again via Skype to clarify 
what ever that was not clear to both parties. 

In the questionnaire, an open-minded questions comes first, this includes the name of the interviewees, 
his job responsibilities, development experiences and his or her experiences in general development 
process. After which a more specific questions that fit into the research aims and frame framework follows, 
lastly a concrete questions follows that enables the interviewees suggest a better ways of improving on this 
research findings. 

After individual interviews, a group online meeting with the interviewees was further conducted, in this 
meeting questions were posted in group�s chat forum to trigger discussions, this enabled everyone share 
more experiences on software development practices, this helped in validating earlier findings from the 
individual interviewee and these discussions were recorded based on interviewees� consent. 

The initial idea was to select interviewees based on their experience in development process, especially 
eXtreme programming and ISO 9000 standard, but it was unfortunate that most of the interviewees were 
not too experienced in these development models, although very few of the interviewees do have 
experience in experience in extreme programming and ISO standard. 

2.2 Research Validation  
 
Firstly the research was validated by obtaining empirical data from Nigerian software companies and 

this data was further validated by conducting further online meeting with the interviews through Skype, this 
enabled the investigator to communicate with interviewees through voice and text prompt which actually 
helped in crosschecking the interviewees� responses. And further verification was done through chatting 
with interviewees on regular basis to further clarify any ambiguity and general chatting forum was also 
used to share individual experiences. 

 Secondly the research work will be validated by presenting this research paper�s recommendations to 
interested software companies and feedback will be communicated back to the researcher for further 
research in the future. Apart from obtaining feedback, a case study will be carried out on how the 
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recommendation has influenced organizational development practices and further improvement will be 
made on these recommendations. For example the only company showing interest in the this research is 
making plan to migrate from plan-driven methodology to eXtreme programming and at the same time 
needs to achieve ISO certification in the nearest future. The aim of the future case study shall be to evaluate 
this research paper recommendation and answers shall be provided to the following research questions;  

• Is the recommended solution practical for software development?  
• Has it improve organization software quality?  
• Has it fulfilled eXtreme programming principles and practices?  
• Has it helped organization to achieve ISO certification?  

This research would have been more fulfilled by using the interested company as its case study, but the 
company project would be starting 2007, and nobody is sure of the project duration presently and estimated 
project duration is six months, it could even be more who knows? Obviously the master thesis does not fit 
into this schedule due to time constraints and academic schedule period for the thesis, which is to be 
submitted march 2007. However the master thesis recommendations would still be validated with this 
anticipated project and even related projects coming up in the nearest future. 

2.3 Static validation 
 

Research recommendations were conveyed to all the interviewees and some experienced developers, 
process engineer and quality assurance analyst and were asked if the recommended solution were 
practicable. 3 of these people have so far confirmed that the recommended solution were practicable, but 
suggested that it should be put into use to achieve the aims and objectives.  
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3 CHAPTER 3 � THE STATE OF NIGERIAN SOFTWARE 
INDUSTRY 

 

3.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter describes the background of Nigerian software industry, section 3.2 gives account of what 
the local industry worth as at date and also what Nigerian spent in exporting software applications, size of 
Nigerian software companies services render by these companies, development process, Nigerian 
government policies, also improvement strategy in sustaining government policies and also highlighted 
were what Nigeria stand to benefits. 

3.2 Overview of Nigerian software Industry. 
 

Nigerian local software industry worth about 15 billions naira (117 million US dollars) with about 150 
software companies and about 15, 000 workforces and in addition Nigeria spends about 900 million dollars 
on software applications annually from foreign countries [SystemSpec 2006]. About 96 percent of these 
Nigerian software companies are privately owned by Nigerians, while 4 percent are foreign�owned, and 80 
percent of these companies are based in the southern part of country with majority in Lagos and while 20 
percent are located in the northern part of the country [Abimbola&Heeks 2004]. Nigerian software 
companies are always small in size with average number of staff 11 � 50 and very few of these companies� 
number of staff is above 250 [Abimbola&Heeks 2004].  

IT Professionals in the software companies are in order of this distribution; 
• 43.7 percent of the companies maintains about (1-5) IT professionals 
• 27.2 percent has about (6 -15) IT professionals 
• 23.3 percent has about 16 � 50 IT professionals and while  
• 5.8 percent of these companies has over 50 IT professional 

Based on this fact it could be generalized that average of the Nigerian software industry has 15 IT 
professional for every company. The average age of every professional was put at between 20 and 29 years, 
also majority of these professional were degrees holder, while many also have second degree 
[Abimbola&Heeks 2004] see detail in fig.3.1 

The main services render by Nigerian software companies could be categorized as follows; servicing of 
imported software applications, development and maintenance of local applications, maintenance and 
development of local application and imported application. About 51 percent of these companies rely on 
servicing and implementation of imported applications alone, only 25 percent of these companies actually 
develops and maintains local applications, while 24 percent of the companies do both [Abimbola&Heeks 
2004] see in fig 3.2. This shows majority of the company mainly service imported application as result of 
higher demand from the market segment, the reason for this could be attributed to inability of locally 
developed software meeting customer�s expectations as result of poor quality products, Government 
negligence of the software market segment as result of bad importation policies, none Government 
patronage and direct investment.   

According to [Akinola 2005] Nigerian software development process is in the developing stage when 
assessed with CMM model [SAMI Zahran 98]. Nigerian software practitioners see software process as 
mere paper work; they believe software development is all about coding; this has resulted in the complete 
negligence of software development methodology [Akinola 2005]. Another researcher [Abimbola&Heeks 
2004] mentioned in his work that programming seems to be done perfectly well without problems; also less 
skilled tasks like installation, training etc do not give problem throughout software development life cycle. 
But the major problem with the entire development practices are risk analysis, project planning and 
management And this could be another reason while 51percent of the software companies cannot develop 
critical and large scale applications locally from scratch, instead they depend only on customization of 
already developed imported application to satisfy their big customers. Big companies like banks, oil 
companies, and telecommunications depend solely on imported software for large scale critical business 
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applications like banking software, prepaid billing etc; majority of this imported application comes from 
the USA, UK and Indian. The reason for this trend was attributed to Nigeria�s low standards and products 
quality, lack of skilled professionals, poor Government policies and limited funds and investment 
opportunity [SystemSpec 2006].  

Nigerian government is trying to reverse this trend by establishing, National Information Technology 
Development Agency [NITDA] with a take off grant of about 2.9 billion naira (28 million dollars), NITDA 
key objectives is to transformed Nigerian IT industry to encourage export of software products 
[JIMOVIA2001]. According to [SystemSpec 2006] software industry has received about 200 million 
dollars loan to strengthen its operation in improving and standardizing software development in Nigerian 
market. Government has also shown his commitment of recent by signing 4.9 million dollars with Nigerian 
owned private company - SystemSpecs consortium through the Bureau of Public Service Reforms (BPSR) 
with the development and implementation of Integrated Personnel & Payroll Information System (IPPIS) 
for federal civil service [SystemSpec 2006]. 

 To sustain government effort in the road map of localizing and making export earnings from software 
produced in Nigerian, there becomes the need to overhaul the development process that is the backbone or 
foundation for delivering quality software products. I suggest a mixed methodology that combines extreme 
programming and ISO standard, which promises agility and disciplines that could be tailored to Nigerian 
environment, and that would be globally accepted by achieving global certification for international market 
recognition in respect to quality and continual process improvement. There is no doubt that future 
applications need agility and discipline in order to keep pace with dynamic modern market needs and also 
reliability, predictability and stability needs of critical/safety applications. If Nigeria is positioned in this 
direction, few years from now, Nigerian sources of income could come from software export like it is in 
Indian today, this could encourage developed nations like the USA, UK, Canada etc. be outsourcing their 
software needs to Nigerian market. And also dependants on Nigerian software products by other Africa 
countries will also increase, this will in-turn boast Nigerian export potentials and capabilities. This trend 
could put end to brain drained and the same time create jobs opportunity for Nigerians.  
 

Table 3.1 majority of services provided by Nigerian Software companies  
Main Service Provided  % of 

Firms 
Servicing and customizing imported applications  51%  

Developing and maintenance of local applications  25%  

Servicing and developing local and imported 
applications  

24%  

  [Abimbola&Heeks 2004]. 
  

Table 3.2 IT personnel qualifications in Nigerian Software Firms  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[Abimbola&Heeks 2004]. 
 
 
 

Highest Qualification  % of Personnel  
with 

Qualification 
Secondary school qualifications only  15%  

First degree or diploma or equivalent  36%  

First degree plus Masters degree  23%  

First degree plus Masters plus professional 
qualification  

23%  

PhD  3%  
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 Table 3.3 IT professional in Nigerian Software Firms  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 3.4 Nigerian Software Development Methods  
Development Method Used  Analysis 

& Design 
Programming Testing Documentation  

No method / No standard  2%  1%  1%  0%  
Informal method or Case-
by-case method  

14%  18%  18%  12%  

Formal method developed 
in-house  

48%  49%  62%  65%  

Formal traditional method 
(SSADM, etc) or Formal 
method from outside source 
(e.g. textbook or software 
vendor)  

3%  21%  9%  12%  

Formal object-oriented 
methodology (UML, etc)  

16%  n.a.  n.a.  n.a.  

All methods except 'No 
method'  

17%  11%  10%  11%  

[Abimbola&Heeks 2004]. 
 
 

3.3 Summary 
 

Nigerian development practices is in the growing stage, and some software organizations develop 
software applications from scratch while many of the company rely on servicing software application 
developed in foreign countries. But Nigerian government has put in place some initiatives to improve on 
software development, but Government efforts need to be sustained by improving on Nigerian development 
practices to enforce standard to repeatedly deliver quality software. 

Percentage of the companies  Number of IT 
professionals 

43.7 1-5  

27.2  6-15  

23.3 16-50  

5.8 Over 50  
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4 CHAPTER 4 � ISO STANDARDS 
 

4.1 Introduction  
 
ISO 9000 is an international organization for standardization, ISO 9000 is a family of standards on 

quality management and assurance that provides a framework for organization to continually deliver 
products or services that meet customer�s quality requirements [Ron Paton 2005]. According to [Aviation 
2005] ISO 9000:2000 was designed to provide a process standard and not a product standard, it consists of 
four set of documents that includes the following according to [Aviation 2005] and [Dean Don 2003]:  

 
• ISO 9000:2000 � It contains quality management fundamentals and vocabulary (replaces ISO 

8402 and ISO 9000-1. 
• ISO 9001:2000 � It contains the quality management systems requirements (replaces ISO 

9001:1994, ISO 9002, and ISO 9003).  
• ISO 9004:2000 � It contains quality management systems for guidelines performance (replaces 

ISO 9004-1). 
• ISO 19011: Guidelines on auditing quality and environmental management systems (supersedes 

parts 1�3 of ISO 10011, ISO 14010, ISO 14011, and ISO 14012) 
 

This research will be more concerned with ISO 9000:2000 and ISO 9001: 2000. According to [SAMI 
Zahran 98] ISO standard emphasizes on the following quality concepts as related to software development: 
There should be a continuous process improvement in organizational software development process. Also 
organizations should be able to achieve and sustain continuous process improvement plans. Lastly 
organization should be able to restore confidence and hope to its customers by making sure the planned 
improvement process enhances quality in their products or services. According [Dean Don, 2003] ISO 
9000:2000 is process oriented rather than product oriented, [Dean Don, 2003] defined a process as a set of 
activities using resources in producing output from input specification. Fig. 4.0 below shows how ISO 
9000:2000 emphasis have shifted to continuous process improvement, by providing a loop for continual 
feedback thereby facilitating special mechanism for continual quality improvement. 

ISO 9000:2000 is normally used by organizations to regulate its in-house quality system and also 
guarantee the quality systems of their suppliers. Certification or registration scheme is associated with ISO 
9000:2000, organization is certified after duly satisfaction of auditors� assessment, and the quality-system 
register issues these certificates [SAMI Zahran 98]. But [Bergman Klefsjo 2003] describes a third party 
certification according to ISO 9000:2000 as means of evaluating organization�s quality system by an 
independent party who assesses levels of conformity of organization�s quality management practices with 
ISO 9001:2000 standard requirements. The aim of the independent party assessment is to relief customers 
from evaluating their suppliers differently.  
 

4.2 Quality Principle of ISO 9000:2000  
 
[Bergman Klefsjo 2003] described ISO 9000:2000 quality principles as follow:  

Customer focus � The reason why organization exists is customers, their needs should be clearly defined 
and understood, in modern business it is not enough meeting customer�s needs, but the needs should be 
exceeded.  
Leadership � Organizational leaders should establish sense of direction and also create enabling 
environment for employee to fully exploit their potentials in achieving organizational goals and objectives.  
Involvement of People � Employees in every category of the organization should be carried along and 
fully involved in organization activities for organization to effectively benefit from employee contributions.  
Process approach � Organization becomes very effective and efficient when its activities and resources 
employed are managed as a process.  
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System approach to management � Managing interrelated process as a system makes organization very 
productive by managing the different process as part of the organization overall system. 
Continual improvement � organizational dream should be to continually improve its system.  
Factual approach to decision-making � Decision-making should be collective effort; it should be based 
on result obtained after detailed and careful analysis of data.  
Mutually beneficial supplier relationships � An organization should establish a mutual relationship with 
its suppliers [Bergman Klefsjo 2003].  
 

4.3 Quality management systems - Requirements  
 

ISO 9001 contains requirements needed to clearly implement ISO quality management systems. It 
requires organizations to put up a quality management system to observe, keep track, and improve on 
development process continuously [Gram Wright]. ISO 9001 is the standard that is most applicable to 
software development life cycle. It helps software companies to abide by certain requirements through out 
software development stages like designs, development, production, installation and maintenance. 
According [Bergman Klefsjo 2003] ISO 9001 helps to achieve the quality goals and it dictates what is 
needed in a quality system by emphasizing on leadership, customer focus, process and continuous 
improvement.  

Implementing ISO 9001:2000 standard, [Bergman Klefsjo 2003] recommends the following process: 
first of all identify the concerned process. Secondly, define how process sequence will interact. Thirdly, 
define techniques that will ensure the process is effectively controlled and managed. Fourthly put in place 
resources and other things needed to coordinate and sustain the process while in operation. Also, ensure the 
process is monitored, measured and analyzed to meet quality management goals. Lastly, ensure there is 
continuous process improvement.  

In implementing ISO 9001:2000, different types of document are needed according [Bergman Klefsjo 
2003] these include, document containing information about the organization, project planning documents, 
requirement specifications documents, document providing information on how to carryout project 
activities (work package breakdown, roles and responsibility etc) and also document showing what have 
been completed in a project and achievement recorded. The following ISO process areas will be described 
according to [Dean Don 2003], [ANSI/ISO/ASQ] 
Quality management system (QMS) (4.0) 

General Requirement (4.1) � The entire business must be considered as a process rather than as an 
individual, a process means sets of activities utilizing resources in transforming input to output. In practical 
this means synergy should be encouraged amongst all organization business units, they should work 
collectively in achieving organizational goals. According to [Dean Don 2003] organization�s business 
should be seen as a process and sub process that clearly define the true pictures of organization�s activities. 
Also described, is how this process is applied to your organization and the interrelationship between sub 
processes. Lastly the quality system should keep changing by continuous update to reflect continuous 
improvement. 

Document Requirement (4.2) � This section discusses what is necessary to be documented in quality 
management system.  
Quality manual is expected to cover general overview of the quality management system, it is advisable for 
it to be structured in line with ISO 9001 requirements, but there is not strict rule regarding this according to 
[Dean Don 2003]. Control of document or record clause advises on how document/record should be 
maintained and circulated to those in need. 
Management responsibility (5.0) 
Management commitment 5.1 � It is required of management to demonstrate their commitment in 
implementing and improving organizations quality system.  
Customer focus 5.2 � It is required of management to prove that the needs and expectations of customers 
will always be considered in fulfilling customers� satisfaction. 
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Quality policy 5.3� Management should protect quality requirements.  
Planning 5.4 � Management should put in place quality goals that are measurable and these goals 
should be complaint with the organizational quality policies. Also management commitment is needed 
to continually improve the process; also necessary to be in place at this stage is the resources needed 
to achieve these goals.  
Responsibility, authority and communication 5.5 � It is required by management to have a manual 
describing organizational employee roles, responsibilities and communication channels within 
organizations that should constantly be updated.  
Management review 5.6 � Management is required to continuously review the system in place at 
regular interval to ensure the goals are met.  
Resource Management 6.0 
Provision of resources 6.1 � Organization should put in place necessary resources.  
Human resources 6.2 � Organization is required to address staff competency and strength needed.  
Infrastructures 6.3 � Organization should put in place necessary infrastructures to meet products 
requirements.  
Working environment 6.4 � Organization should create enabling environment to achieving this quality 
goals.  
Product realization 7.0 
Planning of product realization 7.1 � product development process should follow defined process in 
quality management system and it should be documented according to organization work routine.  
Customer related processes 7.2 � Customer requirements should be identified, reviewed and discussed 
with the customer.  
Design and development 7.3 � Organization should put in place a design and development plan that 
can be controlled. Organization should define a techniques or method to review, verify and validate 
designs and development. Designed and developed artifacts should be carefully examined and 
modified if necessary.  
Purchasing 7.4 � Suppliers should be selected based on criteria that fulfill supplier capability to meet 
organization specified requirements.  
Production and service provision 7.5 � products development should be controlled probably by the 
use of specialized tools, techniques and methods and requirement traceability should be managed and 
documented. Development process is evaluated based its capability to fulfilling a defined or specified 
requirements.  
Monitoring and measuring devices 7.6 � organization should define what are measurable, metrics to 
be collected and types of monitoring and measurement tools needed should be put in place.  
Measurement, analysis and improvement 8.0 
General 8.1 - Organization should put in place measuring and supervisory procedures that can fulfill 
requirements of the quality standard.  
Monitoring and measurement 8.2 � Statistics about customer�s satisfaction and dissatisfaction should 
be analyzed and the result tells management how the quality system works. Model that generates this 
kind of statistical information should be modeled; quality system should be audited and documented. 
Development process and products should be continuously measured.  
Control of non-conforming products 8.3 � products that does not fulfill customer�s requirement should 
be identified through testing; such products should be re-developed to meet specified requirement 
before delivery to the customer.  
Analysis of data 8.4 � Data should be collated about customer satisfaction, products and process. The 
data should be carefully analyzed and interpreted to determine quality system efficiency and for 
continuous process improvement purpose.  
Improvement 8.5 � Organization should plan and design a process that can be continually being 
improved on.  
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Fig 4.0 ISO process model [Dean Don] 
 
 
 

4.4 Strengths and weakness ISO 9000  
 
ISO 9000 helps organizations define and manage it quality management systems to improve 

quality products. According [Aviation 2005] quality means the degree of fulfillment of products 
features to customers� requirement. ISO 9001 also addresses some organizations problems for 
example office communications policies, product planning, process documentation etc. [Aviation 
2005]. ISO 9000 helps satisfies customers, it defines customer satisfaction as "customer's perception 
of the degree to which the customer's requirements have been fulfilled" (ISO 9000: 2000, 3.1.4, p 7) 
[Aviation 2005]. ISO 9001 also encourage organization to invest on its employee by giving adequate 
training programs that will benefit the employee and organization on the long run. ISO 9000 helps 
organizations to continuously improve on their business process thereby making the process to be 
more efficient [Aviation 2005]. When a process becomes more efficient, it reduces failures in software 
products, and thereby decreasing cost of development, implementation and maintenance. Efficient 
process produces stable, predictable and reliable software products. 

The major problem with ISO 9000, it involves too much bureaucracy, and some organization just 
need ISO 9000 certification for marketing purpose as against software process improvement that is the 
main objective. Also a high volume of documentation is required with ISO 9000 and certification 
could be attained in a well-documented environment, but this does not necessary mean the quality 
system is efficient [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005]. It required a lot of resources (time, cost and effort) to 
implement ISO 9000. Some software organizations is skeptical about ISO because of the fact that is 
too general and they tend to believe software process is different from other manufacturing companies 
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Table 4.0 Summary Strengths and Weakness of ISO 9000 standard. 

ISO 9000 Standard 
Strengths Weakness 
Scalable Too much bureaucracy  
Promises predictability Too much documentation 
Enhanced system reliability and stability Inflexible - slow response to rapid changing 

requirements needs. 
Structured approach to software development Not suitable for a small development team 

Effective planning and risk management Very expensive to implement 
Defined requirements as requirements 
specification documents 

Too general, not specific to software industries 
alone 

Suitable for a large team  
Software process improvement  
Customer focused  
 
 
 
 

4.5 Summary 
 

ISO 9000:2000 standards is a family of standard on quality management system, it guides 
organizations in enforcing standard. ISO quality management requirements specify general 
requirements or clauses to be fulfilled by organization before achieving ISO certification see details in 
section 4.3. Although ISO brings predictability, stability etc to software products but also has some 
weaknesses as summarized in section 4.4 and table 4.0 
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5 CHAPTER 5 � OVERVIEW OF AGILE 
METHODOLOGY 

 
 

5.1 Introduction 
 

Global attention has been shifted to agile development approach in modern software development. 
The new approach to software development was developed by agile alliance, whose motivation was 
based on the complexity and ever increasing excess documentation involve in software development 
processes. Due to increasing dissatisfaction of software development methods led to the introduction 
of different agile methods amongst are: eXtreme programming [RonJeffers 2001], [KentBeck 2004], 
Scrum [Schwaber2001], Crystal [Cockburn2001] etc. 
According to [FrVreed, 2006], [mathins2003] agile approach is mainly driven by the following four 
ideas: 

• Individual and Interactions over processes and tools. This idea encourages attention to be 
shifted from development tools and coding knowledge to team�s member communication in 
software development, which is the  most important success factor. 

• Working software over comprehensive documentation. Although software documentation is 
important, but knowledge sharing should be encourage through regular human interaction 
rather than just laying emphasis on documentation alone. 

• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation. This idea stresses the need for frequent 
communications and collaboration between the customer/user and developers rather than 
mainly contract negotiations amongst stakeholders that may hinder specified requirements 
implementation. 

• Responding to change over a following plan. This idea discourages long term planning, by 
considering short term planning to be more effective in responding to rapid changing needs. 
It recommends a detailed plan for two-weeks and overall plan for a three-months time period. 

Agile approach for eXample extreme programming was proposed to address the shortcomings of 
traditional (plan-driven) software development by focusing on fast deliverables, rapid response to 
changing requirements, fast iteration and incremental development [FrVreed, 2006]. Agile contrasts 
traditional development (plan-driven approach) by recommending experienced developers, it also 
recommends that customer should be �committed, knowledgeable, collaborative, representative and 
empowered� [FrVreed, 2006].  Agile also contradicts the traditional development approach (Plan-
driven) by empowering users/customers to be on site with the developers with complete commitment 
and dedication. Agile is characterized with frequent modification of the system when the need arise 
after test, it discourages up-front design of system architecture to take of the future change, instead is 
concern with the current needs. Also �refractoring� is constant practice of agile approach, this 
discussed in detail in section 5.2.3. 

Agile approach � is better applicable for small, medium-scale and less complex projects. In lager 
scale projects with more than 10 team members; traditional development method (plan-driven 
approach) is more applicable [FrVreed, 2006]. Agile approach is not recommended for life-critical 
systems such as embedded system e.g. aircraft control system, life-monitoring system [Fevered, 
2006]. In the research, extreme programming will be considered because it is the most widely used 
agile methods and also one of the more prominent approaches that adheres to agile principles 
[FrVreed, 2006]. See details in the next section. 
 

5.2 eXtreme Programming (XP)  
 
eXtreme programming is the most popular of agile family, it was initiated by KENT in the 1990s, 

and later Kent and Ward Cunningham experienced the new simpler and efficient approach to software 
development [RonJeffers 2001], [eXtreme].. In March 1996, Kent started a project with his team at 
Daimler Chrysler that gave birth to eXtreme Programming (XP) [eXtreme]. [RonJeffers 2001] defines 
eXtreme Programming �as a discipline of software development based on values of simplicity, 
communication, feedback, and courage. It works by bringing the whole team together in the presence 
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of simple practices, with enough feedback to enable the team to see where they are and to tune the 
practices to their unique situation�. The �whole team� here means all the contributors to the project 
and this team includes the customer who works with team daily throughout the project. The customer 
drives the project, he provides the requirements, prioritizes with the assistance of the analyst or tester. 
This team is also made of the programmers, testers, managers etc. [RonJeffers 2001].  

The philosophy of eXtreme programming says �let software development be fun, simple, flexible, 
predictable, less risky, efficient and more scientific� [K. Beck, 2000]. eXtreme programming core 
values as described in section 5.2.1 explains the foundation this philosophy was based. 
 
 

  
 

Fig 5.0 eXtreme programming method [Fruhling2005] 
 

5.2.1 eXtreme Programming core values  
 
The core values of eXtreme programming are simplicity, communications, feedback and courage 

[RonJeffers 2001].  
Simplicity - [Aderson 98] says �eXtreme programmers do the simplest thing that could possibly 
work� programmer actually code what is needed in the current work, they don�t bother themselves to 
code designs that is meant to take care of future requirements [Aderson 98]. It is just a matter of 
building what is right now to take of the present needs, if further requirement comes, since the coding 
was kept simple, it becomes easier to learn and modify to accommodate the new requirements. 
According to [Aderson 98] this practice differs from the old methodologies where time is spent on 
designs because future requirements needs.  
Communications - eXtreme programming enhances communication among stakeholders, which is 
very important in any project. According to [Aderson 98] eXtreme programming makes 
communication within project team easier compare to other methodology thereby avoiding delay and 
overhead. To balance the relationship between customer and other team members, a method is 
normally adopted to chose among the following variables according to [Aderson 98]: Scope (what has 
been done and what has not been covered), quality (correctness of the software), resources (labour, 
tools, and enabling environment) and time (duration). First of all, customer defines the scope by 
telling stories to developers about his needs and expectations. Secondly, customer determine 
functionalities that need to be satisfied before accepting the system, this is perfected with continuous 
testing, which the customers oversee. Thirdly the manager assigns resources, after which we can now 
estimate the time needed to accomplish this task. [David V. 2004] also mention that communication 
cannot effectively replaced requirement documentation, which is lacking completely in this case.  
Feedback � according to [David V. 2004] this is the interaction between customers and developers on 
position or situation of work at hand. Effective feedback is necessary in a team; it builds confidence 
and helps to eliminate misunderstanding thereby creating awareness of issues regarding the project. 
Feedback from testing helps correct this bug [David V. 2004]. Good feedback helps identify more of 
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customer needs and also helps to know if customer needs have been met, if not correction is made to 
reflect customer�s exact needs.  
Courage � [KentBeck 2004] defines courage, as �effective action in the face of fear� developers need 
courage to face a real life situation. According to [KentBeck 2004] to abandon solution that will not 
yield good result for a new result oriented solution introduces simplicity, also for a team member to 
tell the truth whether its bitter or not, encourages effective communication which brings trust and 
unity and the zeal to explore better options in providing answers to problems and also creates 
feedback in a team. [Anderson 98] mentions in his work that the combination of the three values 
simplicity, communication and feedback gives courage.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.5.1 [HighRichard, 2004] 
 

Respect - [KentBeck 2004] recognizes respect as other values that could influence software 
development, [KentBeck 2004] emphases on the need for a team member to respect one another. This 
is necessary for member to respect one another ideas, as there is no idea that is completely useless, 
team member contributions should be valued and respected to encourage one another.  
[KentBeck 2004] also pointed out other values needed for effective software development, such as 
safety, predictability, security etc. and [KentBeck 2004] further advice organizations to think of other 
positive values that could influence a team positively in software development.  

5.2.2 eXtreme Programming Principles  
 
Based on values of eXtreme programming Beck created the following principles of XP: 
Rapid feedback � Rapid feedback facilitates rapid responds thereby improving the design, coding and 
system delivery target date. This regular feedback and responses create room for system improvement 
by constant steering and reviewing changes, rapid feedback brings simplicity keep down cost of 
change [HighRichard, 2004]. 
Assume simplicity � �Assuming simplicity means treating every problem as a simple problem until 
proven otherwise� [HighRichard, 2004]. Assume simplicity requires designs or coding be concerned 
with current needs instead of bothering your self in design to take of future needs, it requires design to 
be tailored to current iteration alone as customer requirements changes, it is advisable to design to 
accommodate changes per iteration. 
Making incremental changes � �Incremental change fits nicely with simplicity. Don�t over-design a 
system� [HighRichard, 2004]. Changes should be effected gradually, do it step by step, incremental 
change creates feedback that you can always learn and improve on before taking another step thereby 
minimizing risk. 
Embrace change � XP developers should always expect change and be ready to embrace it, it 
becomes very easy to embrace this change because XP delivers business values to customer 
incrementally this creates room for customer to request for change and furnishes you with feedback. 
And this brings quality in business value by satisfying customer needs. 
Do quality work � This principle encourages delivery of quality code or system that meets 
customer�s needs, once your customer needs are satisfy it brings happiness to all stockholders, not just 
happiness but more business. 
[KentBeck 2004] identifies the following principles necessary to guide software development: 
Humanity, economics, mutual benefits, self similarity, improvement, diversity, reflection, flow, 
opportunity, redundancy, failure, quality, baby steps, accepted responsibility see [KentBeck 2004] for 
details. While [David V. 2004] mentioned in her work that there are five core principles of eXtreme 
programming, these include: �Rapid feedback, assume simplicity, incremental change, embracing 
change and quality work� [David V. 2004]. eXtreme programming principles is more than the one 
listed in this section, [KentBeck 2004] also mention in his book for example that traceability is 
another principle to consider when developing a critical safety applications.  
 
 

�If the Code Smells Refractor It 
In his landmark book Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing Code, 
Martin Fowler describes code that needs to be refactored as having certain 
Objectionable smell. We have to have the courage to throw away code. Coding, 
like writing, gets better with revisions�. 
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5.2.3 eXtreme Programming practices  
 
Practices are things eXtreme programming team does every day during development; it is their 

routine or daily activities according to [KentBeck 2004].  
These practices may not be fruitful, if values are not attached, for example pair programming will not 
make sense, if it is not practiced with the aims to communicate with team members, to get a feedback 
and to simplify the system, if these practices are not given purpose by values it becomes fruitless 
[KentBeck 2004].  

According to [KentBeck 2004], the situation on ground determines the kind of practice to be 
adopted, if situation changes, practice are also adjusted to suit the current situation. It was also 
mentioned by [KentBeck 2004] that changes in practice does not necessary change values.  

�The practices are a vector from where you are to where you can be with XP� - [KentBeck 2004]. 
Practices are ways to achieve effective software development; it is gradual process by starting from a 
particular point. Also practice is a means of continuous improvement, eXtreme programming practices 
work tightly together by carefully applying different practice at a time that will eventually lead to 
improvement [KentBeck 2004].  

[HighRichard, 2004] mentioned the following 12 practices of XP: Planning game, small releases, 
simple design, test, continuous integration, refractoring, pair programming, collective ownership, 40 
hours week, an on site customer, metaphor and adherence to coding standard. 
Planning game � This practice determines the scope of the current iteration, the major task is to 
determine what is needed most by the customer and implementing this first. The major activities 
include; determining project scope, features prioritization, release features and delivery date.  
Small releases � the idea behind this is to get system in production on time in order to get a constant 
feed back from customer to avoid risk and minimize effort necessary to effect change, which in turn 
keep cost of production low on the long run. Small release work closely with planning game and 
simple design practices [HighRichard, 2004]. 
Simple design � Keeping the code simple to solve present needs to pass customer acceptance test, 
doing this allows the system to go into operation on time. Most customers don�t exactly know what 
they until the have something to really experience but requesting changes to meet their desire. This is 
best illustrated by [High Richard, 2004]'s comment that says, �a picture is worth a thousand words, 
and a working model is worth a thousand pictures. 
Test � This is very important practice that ascertains if features are working as expected, and it is also 
through test that shows if product still works after refractor. It is recommended that this practice 
should be automated to build the confidence to re-architect, re-design, refractor, or even do away with 
code without breaking the system.  
Continuous integration � This is a process of incremental integration of code into system, after 
which is tested as whole system at least once a day. Waiting till the end of a project before integrating 
all the modules in system, could be tedious, time consuming, very costly and it may result a very poor 
quality system. 
Refractoring � �If it stinks, change it� Kent beck�s Grandma on child rearing - [MaryGoerge], if code 
stinks then change it. If code is difficult to understand, may be not clear, has no meaning or its 
difficult to modify which means the code stinks, It is better to rewrite the codes which means 
refractoring. It is always better to refractor codes constantly, for easy comprehension and modification 
thereby creating room for constant codes improvement. If this is encourage in daily development, 
absence of any programmer will cause disorganization or tremor in any development team, no system 
will be obsolete due problems with maintenance. 
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Fig 5.2 typical eXtreme programming project[eXtreme] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 5.3Iteration in eXtreme programming project [eXtreme] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 5.4  Iterative development in eXtreme programming [eXtreme] 
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Fig 5.5 Collective code ownership practice in eXtreme programming [eXtreme] 
 
 

5.3 eXtreme Programming Weaknesses and strengths 
 

eXtreme is an adaptive process and also very flexible which allows software development to keep 
pace with rapid changing business needs for global competition, this practice enable organizations to 
accommodate frequent changing product requirements. [LCao2004], [FrVreed, 2006]. eXtreme 
programming lowers management and cost overhead, enhances team productivity and satisfies 
customer needs, compare to traditional plan-driven development process.  
On the other side, eXtreme programming has some weaknesses, it is a process for a small 
development team of 10 -12, also it is not scalable which makes it difficult to adopt eXtreme for a 
large-scale projects. Also eXtreme lack artifacts and documentation, which makes it difficult to 
maintain system developed using eXtreme methodology, unlike the plan-driven process that practice a 
big design upfront with artifacts and extensive documentation at every development life cycle. Due to 
lack of upfront planning, by eXtreme programming compare to traditional plan-driven process it is not 
recommended for a critical system such safety applications.  It required experienced developers for 
successful implementation. 
 
Table 5.0 Summary Strengths and weakness eXtreme programming 

eXtreme programming 
Strengths Weaknesses 
Quick prototype delivery Not scalable 
Iterative approach to development Too much emphasis on early results delivery 
Rapid respond to changing requirements needs. Pair programming expensive to practice 

Create room for experimental designs Test-drive approach extends development time. 

Enhanced system reliability Undefined requirements 
Refractoring enhances software quality Unstructured approach to development 
Higher rate of code production Lacked predictability 
Quality code Lacked planning 
Collective code ownership Required experienced developers 
Access to dedicated users It lacked documentation 
Lower overhead Higher overhead 
Suitable for medium size team Not suitable for a large size team. 
Cohesive development environment  
It allows flexibility  
 
[FrVreed, 2006]. 
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Table 5.1 Summary eXtreme programming and ISO general characteristics 
 
Characteristics eXtreme programming ISO Standard 
Software application 
Primary goals Rapid response to changing 

requirements. 
Predictability, stability, reliability 
and high quality assurance. 

Size Small and medium sized 
project/team 

Large projects and team 

Environment Unstable projects /requirements Stable projects/requirements. 

Management 
Customers/users Dedicated or collocated 

users/customers focused on 
prioritised increments. 

Customer interaction when 
demanded focused on contact 
negotiations. 

Planning and control Project plans internalized by the 
developers - qualitative controls. 

Projects plans documented - 
quantitative control 

Communications Tacit knowledge transfer and 
sharing, no documentation 

Explicit knowledge transfer and 
sharing through documentation. 

Technical 
Requirements Informal requirements definition 

� presented stories by customer 
that is prioritised, but no formal 
documentation 

Formal requirements definition � 
Formally documented in 
requirement specification 
document. 

Development  Simple design that cater for the 
present needs, short increments, 
small releases frequent low cost 
refractoring 

Big upfront designs, long 
increment and releases, late 
refractoring that is very 
expensive. 

Test  Frequent tests, writing test plans 
before coding, executable test 
cases. 

Documented tests plan that is 
characterised with official 
procedures 

Personnel 
Customers/users Committed and collocated with 

developers. 
Not collocated in most cases.- 
does not emphasize on 
collocation 

Developers Need more of experienced team 
members from project initiation 
till project completion. 

Experienced team members are 
needed at the initial stage, but 
could be dominated with 
inexperienced team members as 
the project progresses with 
supervision from the few 
experienced hands available. 

Culture Empowerment, freedom, people 
focused, characterized with chaos 

Limited freedom, process 
focused. Characterised with 
order. 

[BarryTurner2003] 
 
 

5.4 Summary 
 

This chapter gives overview of agile methodology, also covered in this includes; eXtreme 
programming core values, principles and practices. Table 5.0 summarizes the strengths and 
weaknesses of eXtreme programming, while Table 5.1 compares eXtreme programming with ISO 
9000 standard.  
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6 CHAPTER 6 � MAPPING EXTREME 
PROGRAMMING FIELD PRACTICES TO ISO 
STANDARD 

 

6.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter describes the relationship between ISO 9000 standard with eXtreme programming by 
mapping eXtreme programming practices to ISO clauses. To enable the investigator described this 
relationships comprehensively, research study report on ERS system development and lunching of 
eXtreme programming in developing a module of a critical embedded system were reviewed as 
discussed in section 1.6.2 and 1.6.3 of related study section. And eXtreme programming key practices 
were sorted out and identified as applied to the project, and these practices were mapped to ISO 
clauses in ISO key process areas. The relationship is clearly mapped out in table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3 as 
shown bellow. And to further elaborate on the mapping of XP to ISO clauses, [Gram Wright]�s work 
on mapping XP to ISO clauses were also summarized 
 

6.2 Mapping eXtreme programming practices in ERS project to ISO 9001 
 

This section describes the relationship between eXtreme programming practices in ERS project 
with ISO 9001 requirements by mapping ISO 9001 clauses [ANSI/ISO/ASQ] with eXtreme practices 
in ERS project as described in related study section 1.6.2. Although mapping eXtreme practices to 
ISO 9001 is not a requirement for certification, but this helps to clear the misconception that eXtreme 
programming practices contradicts ISO 9001 requirements and also help to evaluate whether eXtreme 
practices could be monitored, measured and also whether these practices support continuous 
improvement from ISO perspective.  
 
Table 6.1 Mapping eXtreme programming practices in ERS project to ISO 9001 
ISO 9001:2000  eXtreme programming  

 7.2.1 Determination of requirements 
relating to the product. 
Organization shall determine requirement 
specified by users. 

ERS introduction meeting with the developers, where 
users gave overview of the system by telling stories on 
how the system should look. The developers created 
scenarios from the stories, and were prioritized by user 
before it was adopted as system metaphor, which gives 
developers idea of what the users want. 

7.2.2 Review of requirement relating to 
the product 
Organization shall review the requirement 
prior supply or complete development, 
such as ability of the supplier ability to 
meet specified requirement and other 
issues relating product requirements. 

In ERS project, Small releases practice adopted help 
the development constantly review product 
requirements or stories. Few weeks after user gave 
overview of the system, a working prototype was 
released, 21 miles stones prototype were produced and 
a total of 30 iterative cycles releases were made, this 
motivated users to give a rapid feed back and share 
more ideas about ERS. These gave the user confidence 
on the developers. 

7.2.3 customer communication 
Organization should put in place 
method/means/strategy of communicating 
with users or customers in relation to 
products information, feedback 
(complaints) and other contract 
information 

Users could not be collocated due to other engagement, 
but were readily available though a regular meetings, 
communications through mails and phones to clarify 
project issues and sharing ideas. 

7.3.2 Design and Development inputs  
Products requirements concerned input 
should be collated and documented. And 
such inputs include functional and 

High-level scenarios for different use cases were 
created from users stories and were written down. 
User�s stories contained product requirements. Also 
acceptance test contained what should be functional 
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performance requirement. before accepting the system. Also late in the project 
non-technical staff was assigned the responsibility of 
technical documentation, but it was not mentioned 
what was documented. 

7.3.3 Design and development  
Outputs  
Designs and development outputs shall be 
provided in the form that enables 
verification against the designs and 
development input and shall be approved 
before release.  

The prototype was provided in the form that can be 
tested after design and is further tested after integration 
and implementation i.e. regression test.  
Although late in the project non technical staff was 
assigned the responsibility of technical documentation, 
but from the report it was not mentioned whether 
design and development output was documented  

7.3.4 Design and development review.  
Designs and development are reviewed at 
different phases of development. This 
normally follows as planned at the early 
stage of the project.  

Pair programming practice helps to review the codes as 
it is written. And iterative-based nature of the XP in 
ERS helped users to continually review systems 
functionalities during development.  

7.3.5 Design and development  
Verification.  
Designs and development output shall be 
verified with the designs and 
development input. The outcomes should 
be clearly documented.  

Iterative prototyping and acceptance test helps test 
user�s requirements specification and products 
features. And users could feel and test this prototype to 
check if systems features clearly satisfy told stories. 
But there is no information that shows whether the 
outcome was recorded. 

7.3.7 Control of design and  
Development changes.  
Organization shall maintain a record of 
changes to design and development and 
this shall be verified and validated before 
implementation and effect on already 
designed/developed product shall be 
evaluated  

In ERS project, users keep sharing more ideas, so 
product features or requirements keep changing 
throughout project life cycle. Refractoring, simple 
release, iterative prototyping, continual integration, 
testing and regression test helped control design and 
development changes. Although it was mentioned there 
was technical documentation, but not really sure of 
what and what was documented.  

8.2.3 Monitoring and measurement of 
processes 
Organization should provide a method 
that determines the ability of the process 
achieving plan result. 

In ERS project mode of product was pair 
programming, although it was not fully applied, in 
some cases programming is individual due to 
schedules. Each developers work 20-hours a week, but 
users were regularly available although they have other 
engagement that took priority. 

8.2.4 Monitoring and measurement of 
product 
Organization shall monitor and measure 
the characteristics of the product to 
determine if product need has been 
satisfied. 

In ERS testing was constantly carried out, but it was 
not mentioned if test result was stored or recorded, 
although a non developer was assigned the task of 
creating test plans, and performing regression test. 
Also user was constantly giving her feedback on every 
prototype release; I think users� feedback and 
satisfaction could also be criteria for monitoring and 
measuring the product. 

8.3 Control of nonconforming product. 
Organization shall make sure products 
that do not meet features or requirement 
specified is controlled or re-verified to 
avoid been supply with defect. 
 

A test plan is created first and Test is required for a 
new iteration, if test is successful then it is integrated 
into the base code and regression test is performed. 

8.5.2 Corrective action. 
Organization shall controlled and remove 
causes of nonconformities to check 
reoccurrence 

In ERS there is test plans update. 
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6.3 Mapping ISO 9001 to eXtreme programming practices in process intensive 
company 

 
Table 6.2 Relationship between ISO and eXtreme programming practices in intensive company.  
ISO 9001:2000  eXtreme programming  

 7.2.1 Determination of requirements 
relating to the product. 
Organization shall determine requirement 
specified by users. 

Organization has already existing requirements 
document, and was presented and discussed with 
programmers by in house systems engineer who 
played the role of a customer. 

7.2.2 Review of requirement relating to the 
product 
Organization shall review the requirement prior 
supply or development, such as ability of the 
supplier ability to meet specified requirement 
and other issues relating product requirements. 

Small release practices helped reviewed document 
related requirements, as iteration was done monthly 
and there was monthly review of iteration by 
managers. 

7.2.3 customer communication 
Organization should put in place 
method/means/strategy of communicating with 
users or customers in relation to products 
information, feedback (complaints) and other 
contract information 

In-house system engineer played the role of the 
customer, was collocated with programmers, also 
discussed requirements, make prioritizations, and 
was also partially responsible for the testing which 
serves as means of feedback. 

7.3.2 Design and Development inputs  
Products requirements concerned input should 
be collated and documented. And such inputs 
include functional and performance 
requirements. 

Customer�s stories/requirements document 
contained product requirements. Also acceptance 
test contained what should be functional before 
accepting the system 

7.3.3 Design and development  
Outputs  
Designs and development outputs shall be 
provided in the forms that enables verification 
against designs and development inputs and 
shall be approved before release.  

Design output of every iteration was provided in a 
workable pieces code that can be tested after 
design and also tested after integration.  

7.3.4 Design and development review.  
Designs and development shall be reviewed at 
different phases of development. This shall 
normally follow as planned at the early stage of 
the project.  

Pair programming practice helped reviewed the 
codes, and iterative-based nature of the XP helped 
the project team to continually review systems 
functionalities during development.  
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7.3.5 Design and development  
Verification.  
Designs and development output shall be 
verified with the designs and development 
input. The outcomes shall be clearly 
documented.  

Function test was regularly conducted and this 
checked customer�s requirements specification 
against products features, acceptance test was later 
automated, and test result were documented  

7.3.7 Control of design and  
Development changes.  
There is always need to observed and document 
changes to designs and development  

Iterative nature of the project helps control the 
designs and development changes, refractoring, 
small release, functional testing and automated 
testing practices help control changes to designs 
and development.  

8.2.3 Monitoring and measurement of 
processes 
Organization should provide a method that 
determines the ability of the process achieving 
plan result. 

Programming was done in pair, especially in code 
production, 40 hours per week practice was also 
adopted, but developer sometimes work overtime 
to meet project iteration goals. 

8.2.4 Monitoring and measurement of 
product 
Organization shall monitor and measure the 
characteristics of the product to determine if 
product need has been satisfied. 

Monthly review meetings with monitoring team 
and development team. Evaluation of every 
iterative output and satisfaction with this output by 
the team and managers served as means of 
monitoring and measuring the product. 

8.3 Control of nonconforming product. 
Organization shall make sure products that do 
not meet features or requirement specified is 
controlled or re-verified to avoid been supply 
with defect. 
 

A test plan is created before coding, after coding 
functional test is performed; also acceptance is 
conducted, before final integration. If test fails it is 
refractor till test is passed before integration. 

8.5.2 Corrective action. 
Organization shall controlled and remove 
causes of nonconformities to check 
reoccurrence 

Update of test plan. 
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6.4 Mapping eXtreme programming practices to ISO requirements by [Gram 
Wright].  

 
In this research there is no much difference in mapping XP practices to ISO clauses compare to 

[Gram Wright]�s work. The only difference is the fact that, in this research more XP practices were 
mapped to a higher numbers of ISO clauses 7.2.1, 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 8.2.3, 8.2.4, 8.3 and 8.5.2 in the both 
product realization and Measurement, analysis and improvement process areas. While [Gram Wright] 
considered only product realization process area, see in table 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3  
 
Table 6.3 examples of Mapping eXtreme programming practices to ISO requirements  

ISO Clauses   
eXtreme programming 

7.3.2 Design and Development inputs  
Products requirements concerned input shall 
be collated and documented. And such inputs 
include functional and performance 
requirement. 

Customer�s stories contained product requirements. 
Also acceptance test contained what should be 
functional before accepting the system 

7.3.3 Design and development  
Outputs  
Designs and development outputs shall be 
provided in the form that enables verification 
against the designs and development input 
and shall be approved before release. 

Tested is conducted after design and is further tested 
after implementation.  
Tests are stored and its results recorded.  

7.3.4 Design and development review.  
Designs and development are reviewed at 
different phases of development. This shall 
normally follow as planned at the early stage 
of the project. 

Pair programming practice helps to review the codes 
as it is written. And iterative-based nature of the XP 
helps customer to continually review systems 
functionalities during development.  

7.3.5 Design and development  
Verification.  
Designs and development output shall be 
verified with the designs and development 
input. The outcomes shall be clearly 
documented. 

Acceptance test helps test customer�s requirements 
specification with products features; the result of 
acceptance test is recorded. And customer verifies if 
systems features clearly satisfy told stories.  

7.3.7 Control of design and  
Development changes.  
There is always need to observed and 
document changes to designs and 
development  

In XP, requirements keep changing through project 
life cycle. And it is flexible enough to implement 
these changes.  

[Gram Wright] 
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6.5 Summary 
 

This chapter helps understand the relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming by mapping eXtreme programming practices to some ISO�s key process area; 
product realization, monitoring and measurement. What was learnt here was that ISO and 
eXtreme programming are related in some areas, but conflicts each other in some areas, these 
conflicts could be minimize by modifying eXtreme programming to reflect ISO needs. But 
experience developers are needed to modify eXtreme programming practices to completely 
reflect the needs of ISO standard. 
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7 CHAPTER 7 � ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
 

7.1 Introduction  
 

This chapter describes the analysis and result of the interviews and questionnaire conducted for 5 
Nigerian software companies with 2 responses from each company. Interviewee�s responses were 
further categorized as follows characteristics software projects, development process, suggestions and 
ways of improving development process. 
 

7.2 Software Projects characteristics  
 
Responses from interviewees to questions (1 to 7) as seen in the appendix were summarised in 

table 7.2 asked, this enables the investigator captures information about size of company/development 
team, nature (criticality and dynamism) and size of projects and experienced level of the development 
team. These response gives further clue on the general characteristics of Nigerian software 
development environment that will enable the investigator provides answers to the first research 
question and also information on how to combine eXtreme programming and ISO standards.  

From interviewee�s responses Size of project were categorized as small, medium and large. While 
interviewees� responses on questions about development team experienced were further categorised 
by the investigator as shown in table 7.2 according to Cockburn skills rating scale [BarryTurner2003] 
see detail in chapter 8. For example response from interviewee from comapny1 on development team 
experience on software methodology, he said all the team are technical and skilled people, they only 
know how to use the waterfall model and when further asked if they can modify, change and revised 
existing methodology? He said only one person can make a minor changes to development 
methodology. This description clearly put company 1 on level 1B and level 1A according to Cockburn 
skill rating scale [BarryTurner2003]. Also based on interviewee�s response on organization�s culture 
on development practices in carrying out past and current projects were also categorized as Chaos and 
order. And interviewees� responses on criticality of projects were also categorised by the researcher as 
follows; comfort, discretionary funds, essential funds, single live and many lives according to 
[BarryTurner2003] see detail in chapter 8. For example when company4�s responses say the company 
projects are not too critical and to understand what he means by not too critical, he was further asked 
the nature and cost of the project? He responded that the projects are mainly web based portal 
application and an average cost of about 3 millions naira (25,000.00) dollars which is considered 
discretionary funds in Nigerian market, so the criticality of company4 project was rated discretionary 
funds. Company�s projects rate of requirements change � dynamism was further broken down from 
stable and none stable to number of requirements change per month. 

Results show that majority of these companies, four out five develop medium and small 
applications. Also only one company has level-2 experiences to tailor a development method to fit a 
new environment, also four out of five of the companies� development culture is chaotic rather than 
ordered. Three out five of the companies requirements change is a bit stable with average of 4 
requirement changes per month. While the other two companies requirements are not stable with 20 
and 30 per month requirement change rate respectively. The whole company requirement change rate 
is put on the average rate of 12 per month.  
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Table 7.2 Summary of Nigerian project characteristics 

Comp
any 

Project size 
And  
Team size 

Personnel 
experienced 
 

Criticality 
 

Dynamism 
(Rate of Change 
of requirement) 

Culture 
(Chaos Vs 
order) 

1 
Large 
 
(8) 

1 level 1A and 
while others falls 
within the range of 
level 1B and -1. 

Critical -Essential 
fund 

 
3 per month Chaos 

2 Medium  
25 

2 level 1A, while 
others within the 
range of level 1B 
and -1 

Critical -Essential 
fund 5 per month Order 

3 

 
Small and 
medium 
(9) 

3Level 1A, 4level 
1B and others level 
-1 

Non-critical � 
discretional fund 

 
20 per month Chaos 

4 
Small and 
medium 
(4) 

1 level 1A, while 
other team 
members are levels 
-1, and B 

Non-critical  6 per month Chaos 

5 
Small and 
medium 
(11) 

1 Level 2, 3 level 
1A and while others 
team members are 
level 1B and -1 

Non-critical  30 per month Order 

 
See detail interviewees� response in appendix B and C  
 

7.3 Software Development Process 
 

Result shows Nigerian development process is still on the development stage going by the very 
low level of software process experience recorded and also couple with fact that none of the 
companies interviewed were satisfied with its development process. Only one of the interviewees has 
previous experience on agile principles, while two of the interviewees have knowledge about ISO. 
Only one of the five companies uses ISO as development methodology, none is using eXtreme 
programming and others are using waterfall spiral model and in-house specific model as shown in 
Table 7.3. The following describes different methodologies and development tools use by the 
companies.  
Company1 - uses water fall model to execute its projects, the interviewee confirmed he has also used 
the spiral model in the past, he said the major strength of the waterfall model it guides software 
development from project initiation to project completion. Interviewee also said he is not satisfied 
with the model because it is not customer centric, he would be looking forward to see something that 
can improve their current process. The company also uses Oracle and SQL server as its development 
tools. Both interviewees have no previous and present knowledge about ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming, but both share same idea that there is relationship between ISO and eXtreme 
programming as in enforcing standard and satisfying customer needs. And are both willing to adopt 
eXtreme programming and ISO if given the opportunity. 
Company2 � This Company is using ISO standards, it is ISO certified, interviewees expressed their 
satisfaction with ISO, they believed it has created market awareness and recognition for their 
products, he admitted there are some setback in implementing ISO, but was not specific on what these 
problems are. But both interviewees have no experiences on eXtreme programming and the company 
uses Visual studio as its development tools. And are both willing to adopt eXtreme programming if 
given the opportunity. Interviewees are willing to try out eXtreme programming, but have no 
knowledge about it. 
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Comapany3 � There is no specific methodology, they use in-house developed model, but the company 
approach to software is more like agile methods. The interviewees are not satisfied with these in-
house methods because; the method limits project manager interference and it delays project 
completion due to frequent involvement of the customers. The good thing about the methodology 
according to the interviewee, it responds rapidly to customer needs and it encourages teamwork. He 
believes it worth getting ISO certification in Nigeria to enforced standard in producing quality 
software products, and would gladly recommend it for his Company if given the opportunity. 
Although the interviewee is of the opinion that eXtreme programming would help enforced standard 
in producing a quality software that satisfy customer needs, but it does have some weaknesses; project 
delays due to frequent customer involvement, lack specific schedule tools, self working without 
project manager. He does not think he would want to adopt eXtreme programming because of the 
limitations he mentioned, and the company uses java and visual basic as its development tools. 
Comapany4 � Uses waterfall model, but does not adhere to all the rules, emphasis is on requirements 
definitions and programming/coding. Uses Java, Visual basics, Oracle and SQL server as its 
development tools, not satisfy with the current approach to software development. The Interviewees 
are wiling to try out eXtreme programming and ISO, but have no knowledge about the models. 
Company5 � Uses the water fall and the spiral model for the company development project, follows 
the entire life cycle of company�s products strictly, lay more emphasis on planning, requirements 
analysis and designs, coding, testing, integration, implementation and supports. The company 
software development tools includes Oracle, Access VBA and visual basic, very satisfy with its 
development methods. Table 7.3 summarizes software development process. Interviewees are wiling 
to try out eXtreme programming and ISO, but have no knowledge about the models. 
 
Table 7.3 Nigerian software methodologies and development tools 

Interviewees/company Methodology 
 

Development tool and 
programming language 

1 Water fall model Oracle and SQL server 
2 ISO standard Microsoft visual studio 
3 In-house developed methodology Java and visual basic 

4 Water fall Java, Visual basic, SQL server, 
Oracle 

5 Water fall and Spiral model Access VBA, Visual basic, 
oracle 

 
 

7.4 Improving development process. 
 

Although most of the interviewees have no knowledge about eXtreme programming and ISO 
standard, but some of the interviewees mentioned that ISO and eXtreme programming will help 
enforce standard in Nigerian market, since Nigerian lacked standard in software development this 
opinion most of the interviewees shared. Most of the interviewees agreed that there is relationship 
between ISO and eXtreme programming in respect to satisfying customer�s needs and providing 
quality products. Some of the interviewees suggested the following should addressed and improved; 
enforcing and adhering to standard in software development, producing quality products, satisfying 
customer needs, enhancing the ability to meet market demand and reducing time to market.  
 

7.5 Why ISO and eXtreme programming 
 

Considering Nigerian software projects conditions and the sate of the development process based 
on the analysis above, it shows the industry lacked standard in development process. Looking at the 
projects conditions, waterfall model will not adequately addressed the problems of chaotic approach to 
software development that characterized most companies using the waterfall model waterfall. This 
could better be handled by adopting lightweight methodology - eXtreme programming which is the 
best methodology in a chaotic approach to software development. Also couple with the fact that most 
of the projects are small and medium non-critical applications that do not involve lives or many lives, 
eXtreme programming would be best suited for this kind of projects. eXtreme programming will also 
tackle the issue of late project deliveries and thereby reducing time to market, which one of the major 
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problem raised by some of the interviewees and eXtreme programming could also keep pace with 
rapid changing requirements needs. 

For the fact that some of the projects� requirement change is stable and most of the company�s 
development teams are inexperienced especially in development process, plan driven process like ISO 
could also address this problem and ISO could also be useful to enhancing stability, reliability and 
predictability in large scale critical applications. Apart from bringing order and disciplines to the 
development team, ISO could also help to enforce standard and thereby gaining international 
recognition that could in turn boost Nigerian export capabilities.  
Although, their is no particular universal methodology for software development that works 
effectively for all kind of projects [FrVreed, 2006]. Organizations need advice on what methodology 
that work best in certain situations, and according to [BarryTurner2003] future application will need 
both discipline and agility, but this research will be considering ISO and eXtreme programming since 
they both bring disciplines and agility respectively to any development team. Observing the 
characteristics of the projects of the five companies interviewed as summarized in table 7.2, 
comparing this with the five critical factors in choosing ISO and eXtreme programming for executing 
projects as summarized in table 8.2. This tells us that a pure method like ISO or eXtreme 
programming language will not be idea or suitable in carrying out all projects. It becomes necessary to 
balance eXtreme programming and ISO in carrying out software projects. Although a pure method 
(eXtreme programming or ISO) could be applied in some situation, but balancing or mixing the two 
methods rightly according to projects conditions would be more suitable in most situations.. For 
example considering company 4 whose project size is small, chaotic culture, stable in dynamism, non-
critical, and development team not too experienced. Considering the current development process, 
which is the waterfall model, a plan-driven process like ISO standard, this will be more suitable for 
large, critical/safety, ordered-culture, with stable requirements projects. But in this case its 
small/medium, non-critical, chaotic-culture with less experienced project team. To effectively execute 
this project there is the need to mix agility with discipline, for example eXtreme programming best 
handle a small/medium, chaotic and non-critical projects.  Since the team is not experienced, ISO 
brings order and structure approach with aid of documentation to guide the development team. 
Although there will be a situation where it will be more effective in applying a pure methodology 
because of the project nature, so project conditions should determine a methodology to be chosen. 

A methodology becomes necessary in determining when to apply eXtreme programming or ISO 
standard that will guide organization on how to mix these models by bringing agility and discipline to 
software development in different situations. And at the same time encourages quality certifications 
for global recognition. 
 

7.6 Europe and Nigerian Software process 
 

 ISO and eXtreme programming are commonly used in Europe and has made a positive impact on 
software development process across the world. In Europe today development team lay emphasis on 
development process, a lot have been done in this area in continuously improving software process in 
order to repeatedly produce software product that will always meet customer needs. Unlike Nigeria 
where a little or no emphasis is laid on software process, while software organization believe in 
coding. According to [Akinola 2005] Nigerian software industry is besieged with process 
compromised, he explain further that this inability for some organization to follow many software 
process models especially the one that have to do with certifying quality assurance. 
[Abimbola&Heeks 2004] also carried out a survey on Nigerian development process, the results 
shows lacked of awareness about modern development methods, and when software process and 
methods were accessed results shows project planning and management and risk analysis and 
management were poorly carried out, but programming, analysis and designs, requirements gathering, 
documentation, database design, training practices were of high quality. Although how organizations 
carry out these practices could not be ascertain in the research. But from experience in software 
development in Nigeria, some company spent time in project planning, analysis/designs, 
programming, testing, integration, documentation and training using different tools and methods, but 
the most frequent used method for software development is the traditional plan driven methods 
especially the waterfall model, all activities like planning, analysis, coding etc are done in phases and 
mile stones. But I have experienced something different in the development of small, none complex 
and non critical projects that you don�t need extensive planning, analysis and designs, all you need do 
is just requirement elicitation and programming then testing to see if requirements are satisfied, most 
times this testing are done by programmers and the users, especially in a very small application. But in 
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a large projects most organization I have worked with in the past dully follow the traditional plan 
driven process like the waterfall in detailed, most organizations don�t joke with milestones and 
deliverables. The problem that is more associated with this approach is the inability to meet project 
deadlines and unrealistic project schedules and budget. But it varies from organizations to 
organizations, although some organization could be very successful in implementing the traditional 
plan driven process but are always faced with problem of scaling down these practices to small non-
critical applications. Although methods used solely depend on the company, project type and the 
project team leader.  

From experience, Agile methodology its not commonly used in Nigeria, throughout my years 
working as software developers, i never used agile methodology. But some companies could be using 
it, as pointed out by one of the interviewees, who mentioned that his organization is using in-house 
development method that work like agile methodology. Although from the interview conducted most 
of the interviewees are not familiar with eXtreme programming and other agile family except one of 
the interviewees that has good knowledge about agile methods. 

Based on the research findings and from personal experience the major difference between Europe 
and Nigeria in software development is software process and methods used. European software 
organizations have the resources in deploying standard software development process especially the 
one that has do with assessment, monitoring, measurement, improvement and certifications like ISO, 
CMM, CMMI. Also a lightweight methodology like agile methods for rapidly responding to fast 
changing requirements and also for a small/medium, non-critical applications is commonly used in 
Europe. While Nigerian software industry lacked some of these standard development processes, 
which are the backbone for software development.  

In modern software development, Nigerian organization needs to improve on its software 
development processes to produce a quality products and the same time gain international recognition 
for global competition. Adoption and standardization of these modern and international practices like 
ISO and eXtreme will no doubt upgrade and improve Nigerian development processes. Organization 
need to follow these practices as described in chapters 4, 5, 8 and 9 to effective make impact in 
Nigerian development practices. 
 

7.7 Summary 
 

This chapter summarizes the research analysis and results. And finding shows that Nigerian 
software projects is characterized with small and medium projects, average of 11-man team, stable 
and unstable requirements, non critical/safety and finally software personnel are not too experienced 
in software methodologies. Also findings show current state of software process and ways of 
improving on the software methods. 
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8 CHAPTER 8 � RECOMMENDED METHODOLOGY 
 

8.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter describes recommended methodology in combining eXtreme programming with ISO 
9000 standard. The outlined steps guide organization in assessing its projects in determining the most 
suitable methodology that would most successful. Organizations could adopt pure eXtreme 
programming or ISO 9000 standard or mixed of both models, it all depends on the project�s 
conditions. 
 

8.2 Combining eXtreme programming with ISO standard  
 
After careful analysis of the research studies results; the following have been learnt; the need to 

mix software methods in improving software process, there is relationship between ISO standard and 
eXtreme programming, the possibility of combining ISO standard with eXtreme programming and 
also learnt from the study is the possibility of eXtreme programming organization achieving ISO 
certification and at the same time keep the agile principles. Finally ISO certified organizations can still 
approach software development with agile principles. 

ISO standards framework is basically based on plan-driven/disciplines process of software 
development, ISO standard shares same characteristics with the plan-driven or discipline process. 
Since eXtreme programming belongs to agile family, eXtreme programming is based on agile family 
manifestoes and principles. Combination of eXtreme programming with ISO brings discipline and 
agility to software process development, according to [BarryTurner2003] future application will need 
both discipline and agility. [BarryTurner2003] explain further that with time large project cannot 
succeed without rapid response to rapid changing needs, and if it has to rely on low rate of response to 
changing needs cost of rework and redesign will be too expensive to cope with, this will also be 
applicable to Nigerian market.  

Consequently eXtreme programming can be mixed with ISO standard by adopting 
[BarryTurner2003]�s critical decision factors that is associated with agile and disciplines home 
ground, this factors will enable Nigerian organizations or projects determine whether they are in either 
eXtreme programming or ISO home ground or some where in between. �Home grounds� in this 
context means conditions or situations in which eXtreme programming or ISO would be most 
successful in executing software projects.  ISO and eXtreme programming home ground were clearly 
characterized in Table 5.1 it summarizes distinct characteristic of eXtreme programming and ISO. 

 These five critical factors include; Size, Criticality, Culture, Dynamism and Personnel- see in 
Table 8.3 and these are represented in five (5) axes in a polar graph as seen in figure 8.1. The 
interpretation of this is that if for example a given project is measured or rated along each of the five 
axis, the more the project�s ratings get closer to a particular home ground of either ISO or eXtreme 
programming, the more suitable it is to apply a pure methodology in executing the project. But the 
more the project condition differs from home ground conditions or the project�s rating shifts from the 
home grounds, the more risky it becomes to use a pure methodology in executing the same project, 
and it will be less risky and more of healthy practice in adopting mixed methodology by combining 
compatibles practices of both ISO and eXtreme programming.  

According to [BarryTurner2003] the Size and Criticality axes are much the factors used by Alistair 
Cockburn in differentiating between the light-weight and heavy-weight crystal methods in a graph, the 
lightweight runs towards the centre of the graph and while the heavy-weight runs towards the 
peripheral of the graph [Cockburn2002]. The culture axis depicts the fact that agile � eXtreme 
programming methods are more effective in a process that is characterised by chaos rather than order, 
while Plan-driven � ISO standard will be more effective in a process that is characterised by order 
rather than chaos.  

Dynamism and Personnel axes are not symmetrical; the interpretation means both methods agile 
and plan-driven could be very effective in one direction and while only one method could be effective 
in the other direction. Considering dynamism axis, agile method will be very effective in system with 
both rapid and less rapid rate of changing requirements. Lastly the Personnel axis, which is based on 
Cockburn method on skill rating - see in Table 8.1 [Cockburn2002] addressed software team 
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member�s skills on how to modify or tailor and reversed a development method when a situation 
demands for it, although this depends on project complexity. Considering organization developing 
simple applications, a developer could be rated as level 2 according Cockburn method skill rating 
scale; while a developer in another organization developing more complex applications could be rated 
as level IA. So plan driven method works with both organization with higher and lower levels of skill 
developers while agile works well with a mixed of higher levels skilled developers.  
 
Table 8.1 Levels of software method � Cockburn method skill rating scale. [Cockburn2002], 
[BarryTurner2003] 
Level Characteristics 

 
3 Level 3 skilled personnel should be able to change completely or 

revise a method to suit unprecedented new situation or environment. 
2 Level 2 skilled personnel should be able to tailor or modify a method 

to suit a precedent new situation. 
1A If trained, Level IA skilled personnel should be able to perform some 

methods steps using own discretions e.g. Prioritizing stories to fit 
increments, compound refractoring designs and codes. Substantial 
experience gain in this level could push this level of skilled personnel 
to level 2  

 
IB 

If trained should be able to perform procedural methods steps. 
Experience could perfect his sills in level 1A activities. 

-1 Level - 1 skilled personnel could posses some technical skills, but 
very unwilling in following a shared method. 

According to [BarryTurner2003]  
Level -1 personnel should assigned other responsibility rather than working as agile team or 
plan-driven team. 
Level 1 personnel could be very effective stable software development environment, but 
could be very ineffective in unstable environment, this set of people could be very slow with 
agile team because of inability to cope with high rate of rapid respond to changes. These sets 
of people could perform better in a stable environment, with organized and discipline team.   
Level 1A skilled set could be effective in agile team, if there are more level 2 skilled set team 
members to put them through. 
Level 2 personnel could also be effective in small, precedented agile or plan-driven projects, 
but the help of level 3 personnel to pilot the projects. 
Level 3 personnel perform well in large and unprecedented projects, but with experience and 
training level 2 people can also handle this kind of projects. 
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Table 8.2. The five critical eXtreme programming and ISO decision factors  

Factor  eXtreme programming 
Considerations  ISO Considerations  

Size  Suitable for small teams and 
projects, lacked scalability because 
tacit knowledge is the only means of 
knowledge transfer.  

Suitable for large projects and 
team. It is difficult to scale 
down to small projects and 
teams  

Criticality  Not tested on safety-critical 
applications. Lacked of upfront big 
designs, lacked of other artefacts 
and documentation.  

It evolved to handle highly 
critical projects. Hard to tailor 
down to low-criticality 
projects.  

Dynamism 
m  

Simple design, small releases and 
continuous refactoring and 
integration makes it more suitable 
for highly dynamic environments, 
but it could be more expensive to do 
a rework in stable environment.  

Detailed plans, Big Design Up 
Front, comprehensive 
documentation makes it more 
suitable for highly stable 
environment, but it could be 
very expensive to do rework 
in highly dynamic 
environments.  

Personnel  Requires experience team members, 
Higher numbers of Cockburn Level 
2 or 3 experts. 

Needs a higher number of 
Cockburn Level 2 and 3 
experts during project 
initiation and definition, but 
requires fewer numbers of 
Cockburn Level 2 and 3 and 
could also accommodate 
numbers of Level 1B at later 
part of the project.  

   
Culture  More effective in an environment 

where team members are very 
comfortable using their initiative 
and discretions and also 
environment that empowers team 
members to having many degrees of 
freedom.  

More effective in an 
environment where people 
feel comfortable and 
empowered by having their 
roles defined by clear 
organizational formal policies 
and procedures.  

[BarryTurner2003] 
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8.2.1 How to combine eXtreme programming with ISO standard  
 

In order for organization to effectively combine these models for your process to be disciplined and 
agile, it will be necessary for the organization to know its current position and where the organization 
wants to be in the nearest future. This will better be done by making due consultation with 
stakeholders (development team, users, customers, suppliers, local and international partners). Other 
future things to consider includes: High rate of requirements change � the need for agility, the need for 
software product reliability, ability to meet with stakeholders expectation, staying in competition with 
your competitors, ability to meet up with emerging technology and challenges [BarryTurner2003]. 

The following are [BarryTurner2003]�s steps in balancing agility with disciplines, these steps were 
adopted and modified to guide Nigerian organization in balancing or mixing eXtreme programming 
with ISO standard practices in software projects as follows: 

  

8.2.2 Step 1 - Self-assessments  
 

First of all assess your organizations� projects using the methods selection dimension in fig.8.1. 
Use your organization current projects conditions and measure it against the 5 axes (Size, dynamism, 
criticality, personnel and culture) polar graph. It is also advisable to carry out separate assessment if 
you have another company or subsidiary with deferent background, for example if your subsidiary 
may be specialist in the development of safety application for hospital and while the other may be 
specialist in developing banking applications etc.  It will also be necessary to assess the expected 
changes in your organization in the nearest future may be 12-24 months from now. 
 

8.2.3 Step 2 - If assessments show ISO or eXtreme programming  
 

If assessment shows you are very much on ground with ISO or eXtreme programming home 
ground conditions for the present and future assessment. This could be judge by measuring or rating 
organizations project conditions along the 5 axes polar graph as seen in fig. 8.1, if the rating shows 
that your projects position tends toward the center of the graph using fig 8.1 this means you would be 
very much at home with eXtreme programming practices. But if the project position tends towards the 
graph periphery this means you would be very much at home with ISO standard.  Then you have no 
choice than to embark on a continuous process improvement that will bring the best out of either ISO 
or eXtreme programming method you are more at home with.  The following need to be done to 
continually improve your process 

• Set a committee comprising the stakeholders to evaluate, analyze and recommend an 
improvement approach that best fits your present situation. 

• Use a realistic project to actualize this process improvement by staffing the project with 
enthusiastic, committed and trained people to drive this project. And develop a plan for 
extending this improvement strategy to the entire organization. 

• This developed extension plans should also be implemented for the entire organization.  
Alternative, if your assessment leaves you on eXtreme programming home ground, and you are 
satisfied with eXtreme programming practices, but you wish to achieve ISO certification for global 
recognition you can follow the recommended practices in modifying eXtreme programming practices 
from ISO perspective as discussed in chapter 9. 
 

8.2.4 Step 3 - If an assessment shows ISO or eXtreme programming with abnormalities 
 
After assessment and you found yourself in most eXtreme programming or ISO home ground, that 

is either towards the centre of the graph or towards the periphery of the graph, but with the following 
contradictions: 

• Comfortably more effective in ISO home ground; but you are in a very dynamic 
environment. 

• Comfortably very effective with agile �fix it later� developers, but with increasing users 
based that are in demands of integrated enterprise and dependable applications. 

• There could also be situation where the technical staffs are coping with dynamism in 
business operations, but the management is not getting along as expected. 

This contradictions or anomalies should be treated as risks factors, and should be treated along with 
continual improvement strategy in step 2 by carrying out a thorough risk analysis and management 
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using good techniques and modern tools, which could help in treating the first two anomalies. 
Alternative is to adopt a strategy that combines eXtreme programming by modifying eXtreme 
programming practices the way it will be accepted from ISO perspective as discussed in chapter 9. 
This will enable organization that is very at home with ISO to survive a dynamic environment and 
also organization that is very much at home with agile maintains that disciplines to cope with 
increasing large scale enterprise and dependable applications.  

The last could be handle through a change agent consultant to reposition management in the right 
direction, in order to achieve this top management should be committed as well as other stakeholders.  

 

8.2.5 Step 4 - If an assessment shows mixed profile. 
 

If after assessment you found your self in mixed profile of eXtreme programming and ISO, it will 
be better to adopt an incremental mix strategy to move from this position to where ever you want to 
be. How does it work? For example suppose company A normally carries out a project with 50 
person, a critical project that could categorized as an essential fund, project experience could be 
described/represented in Cockburn skills rated scale (20 percent level 2 and 3 and 30 percent level 
1B), culture is only 30 percent oriented towards chaos and company policies says development is 
should be completely done in-house. Let us consider a situation where dynamism in this project is 
now increasing from 5 percent/month to like 10 percent/month. In this situation you have to adopt an 
incremental mix strategy to meet up with the current demand as regard dynamism in the projects. 

 First of all you have to upgrade your staff skill set to the level that can cope with this dynamism 
and also make incremental plan in changing your culture from order to chaos, since your position in 
dimensional 5 axes graph was a kind mixed profile of agile and ISO, but now you need to add more 
agility in the team to cope with the new increase in dynamism with just only 30 percent culture 
oriented towards chaos. For a team to be agile you need more of level 2 and 3 personnel compare to 
the current staff experience with 30 percent level 1B but 20% level 2 and 3 personnel. The current 
staff could be upgraded by training to acquire these skills sets; this will be done incrementally for a 
long period of time. A less risky alternative is to go into partnership with eXtreme programming 
organization to help upgrade your staff, a consultant could also be employed to take the company to 
another level, and this should be done with top management support and strong commitment by all 
stakeholders. 

8.2.6 Step 5  
 

What ever combination�s option chosen, please endeavor to sustain this process by laying more 
special emphasis on people, values, communications and management expectations rather than 
methods. Also very important for you to be tracking your progress against laid down plans or goals, 
always be proactive in getting feedback and responding to feedback. And always learn to apply 
corrective measures when the opportunity comes. 
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Fig. 8.1 Methods selection dimension [BarryTurner2003] 
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Fig. 8.2 Mixed-methods profile [BarryTurner2003] 
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8.3 Summary 
 

This chapter used dimension affecting method selection by [BarryTurner2003] to guide software 
organization in balancing ISO and eXtreme programming that would be more suitable in executing 
organizations projects. Section 8.2 clearly described these steps in detailed. 
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9 CHAPTER 9 � STRATEGY TO MODIFY EXTREME 
PROGRAMMING FROM ISO PERSPECTIVE 

 

9.1 Introduction  
 
In order for eXtreme programming practices to be compatible with ISO point of view, there is the 

need to tailor eXtreme programming practices to reflect ISO 9001:2000 requirements. This 
combination helps complement both ISO and eXtreme programming, for example it guides eXtreme 
programming organization to obtaining ISO 9000 certifications, compliments eXtreme programming 
weaknesses e.g. Poor documentation of eXtreme programming practices, It helps ISO 9000 
organization respond to rapidly to customer needs especially in an environment with unstable 
requirements.  

eXtreme programming practice will be modified to reflect the needs of ISO 9001:2000 in the 
following ISO key process areas: Product realization, Monitoring and measurements, the reason for 
considering these key process areas is the fact that ISO clauses (chapters 7.0 and 8.0) contained 
requirements for the methodology to be implemented or considered by the organization, while other 
ISO chapters (4.0, 5.0 and 6.0) contained requirements for Quality management systems [Jerzy, N, J, 
W&A 2005]. In this part of the research will be concerned with chapters 7.0 and 8.0, since it 
contained requirement for methodology to be employed. 
 

9.2 Product realization  
 
According to [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005] eXtreme programming practices need to be customized to 

reflect the needs of ISO 9001:200 on product realization by adopting XP maturity model (XPMM), 
which is normally used in introducing eXtreme programming to organization and is similar to SEI�s 
CMM. XP maturity model will further be explained briefly for proper understanding of why this 
model was adopted in meeting the requirements of ISO clause 7.0 (product realization). XP maturity 
model - XPMM is needed to actually ensure approved programming practiced is rightly implemented 
without compromising quality when executing eXtreme programming projects. XP practices were 
grouped into four levels maturity models according to [Nawrocki, Walter & Wojciechowski2001];  

• Level 1 - not complaint 
• Levels 2 � Customer relationship management 
• Product quality assurance, level 3 � Paired programming 
• Level 4-project performance.  

XPMM�s level 2 and 3 will be considered in meeting ISO 7.0 needs, and this includes Customer 
relationship management, Product quality assurance and paired programming. 
Customer relationship management: 

eXtreme programming lay serious emphasizes on satisfying customer, and this falls within XMM�s 
level 2 and eXtreme programming practices that satisfy customer includes;  
- Customer/user tells stories to describe their needs and expectations and the told stories are not often 
documented as it is normally required with the traditional development process (requirement 
specification document). 
- In other to fulfill customer�s needs by getting constant feedback from customers, eXtreme 
programming development process is divided into short releases for a period of 6-9 weeks. And each 
release is further divide into two iterations of 2-3 weeks duration that implements parts of customer 
stories. After a sets of user stories is implemented iteratively and when release is completed and it is 
delivered to the customer and this process continues until all the releases are completed. This practice 
helps create effective feedback between developers and customer that will improve software products.  
- In eXtreme programming, planning game allows customer to actively participate in the project and 
make decisions and contribution rather than allowing developers to sole decision, and this in turn 
creates release planning, developer uses this approach to evaluate customer�s stories to enable then 
calculate or determine effort needed to implement customer stories. This process also involves risk 
analyses and management. This planning and risk analyses helps customer to prioritize stories to be 
implemented after considering cost and risk involve in implementing such stories.  
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- In order for customer to be carried along during the development process, a Metaphor normally a 
key word is adopted by eXtreme programming team, such a metaphor is what the customer actually 
understands for him to drive the project. This practice creates effective communication between the 
customer and developers. eXtreme practice always encourage customer to decide on the kind of 
functionality needed in the expected systems. This makes it possible to avoid imposing systems 
functionalities on customers.  
- It is required in eXtreme programming practice for customer to be collocated with programmers for 
effective planning, communication and feedback.  
- And other practices required by eXtreme programming is project velocity measurement, it gives 
parameter and input for project planning, which is quiet useful to the customer for planning and 
making decisions. 
- Creating spike also help to reduce risk in a project, it allows early evaluations of risk factor. 

The only thing that is obviously missing in eXtreme programming practices as regard customer 
satisfaction in ISO 9001:2000 view as contained in clause 7.1, 7.2.2, and 7.3.2 [EuroComStd 200], is 
the needed evidence of documented requirements, although it was not explicitly demanded that 
document should be provided but there is need for the existence of this documents [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 
2005]. This contradicts these practices of eXtreme programming of users stories not well documented, 
although eXtreme programming principles do not forbid documentation, the only thing it does not 
encourage is too much documentation that is not necessary [Gram Wright], that may distract 
programmers from coding and meeting iterations goals. The major issue is how to introduce 
documentation in eXtreme programming, which is not a major practice because it is a lightweight 
methodology. The essence of this is to allow programmer to fully concentrate on coding which should 
be his main focus.  

To solve this problem, [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005] suggested tester should take up the responsibility 
of documenting users stories in eXtreme programming projects. And [Gram Wright] suggests that 
management should be handed the responsibility of documentation, to allow developers to concentrate 
on coding alone. But author of this research paper will suggest that tester should jointly work with 
management in customer stories documentation and requirements management by using a requirement 
management tools like MS-word, MS excel, MS-Access etc., it depends on the project size. But tester 
should be accountable for the documentation, Tester is chosen because, it works often with customers, 
he defines customer�s functional test, and runs this test with customer. Also he writes the acceptance 
tests and guides the customer carrying out this test; tester is very knowledgeable in working with 
customers, developers and management as regard this issues.  

The next question is what should be documented and how it should be done. The following should 
be documented customer stories, test plans, units test results, regression test results, acceptance test 
results, customer feedback, etc. The documentation does not have to be very thick; the most important 
is useful document, ISO need records of these activities as proved for assessment. And provision 
should be made in storing customers� stories electronically; story card could be made electronic for 
example using a browser based to replace a white board containing story cards [Gram Wright]. Apart 
from the story card information, it should also contain information on how tasks and story have 
progress, initial and subsequent estimations of this stories and tasks, released product and build 
containing this story, information on customer confirmation on completed story, result from initial 
integration and final integration. Also result from unit, functional, regression and acceptance test 
should be electronically stored [Gram Wright].  

 
Product quality assurance  

eXtreme programming carters for product quality assurance as described below according to 
[Jerzy, N, J, and W&A 2005]. First of all a test is created before coding, it makes it easier and faster to 
code after creating a test. It also helps programmer to foresee and understand what are needed to be 
done, creating test first helps requirements to be effectively taken care off thereby avoiding mistakes 
of missing some requirements [eXtreme]. Another practice is the inclusion of test unit in codes, this is 
very important for regression testing purpose; regression testing is the retesting of already tested 
program to ensure that modification made does not introduce further error. eXtreme programming also 
encourage a test to be created as soon as a bug is detected, this practice helps facilitates regression 
testing. This ensures that bug is completely eliminated before product is finally released. Systems are 
continually integrated every time, this gives fast feedback on integration error and it also helps to 
avoid late integration that may result fatal error that will be very difficult to detect or eliminated 
[eXtreme]. These eXtreme programming practices clearly satisfy ISO 900 requirements as specified in 
clause 7.3.5 that says verification shall be perform to clearly show that designs and development 
outcomes satisfies design and development input requirements as mentioned in [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 
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2005]. The key practice of eXtreme programming as regard product quality assurance addresses the 
need of ISO 9000.  
 
 
Pair programming  

According to [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005], code should be written in a systematic process defined 
already, this makes it easier to read, understand and rewrite someone else code. Code should be paired 
programmed, it gives better and efficient codes, and it encourages sharing of knowledge. And it 
prevents monopoly of knowledge; this makes it easy for anyone to modify any code when necessary, 
nobody owns the codes. The use of code version management is also encouraged; this helps to 
eliminate codes monopoly and ensures codes paired-programmed are continually being integrated 
with openness and transparency. This is unique to eXtreme programming; it has no clear relationship 
with any of ISO 9001 clause, and in order to make this practice relevant from ISO 9000 perspective, 
pair programming should be done in open office or workspace as required in ISO 9000 clause �6.3 
infrastructure and 6.4 working environment�. [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005] This is to encourage effective 
communication among eXtreme programming team, where team member will be free enough to share 
ideas and brainstorm.  

9.3 Monitoring and measurement  
 
This section will describe how eXtreme programming will implement ISO 9001:2000 monitoring 

and measurement area according to [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005].  
ISO 9001:2000 clauses 8.2.3 says organization need to show or prove how capable a process can 
achieve its goals or results. The following eXtreme programming practices can help satisfy this 
requirement by collating and recording the following process;  

 � Project overtime estimate � Extra time put in for the project, although XP does not allow 
over time  

 � Customer availability or accessibility of client representative (customer) to developers to 
make suggestions and clarify any outstanding issues as regard products development  

 � Project velocity -Metric to actually determine number of hours per day/week/months 
development team spends on a particular job task. This metrics are normally hours, days and 
months. For example a team member must spent average of 5 hours daily coding in the 
project. This metric helps makes effective planning.  

 � Integration log � This metric describes systems integration rate, helps measure the rate at 
which a piece of coded is being integrated with already working code, XP encourages 
frequent code integration daily.  

 � Code production mode � This metric tells whether a piece of code was produced in pair or 
individually.  

 � Programming speed- To measure programming speed, metric like lines of codes written per 
hour/day, test case created per hour or day, etc. should be collated.  

ISO 9001: 2000 clause 8.2.4 2 �Monitoring and measurement of product� says in software 
development perspective that there should be report showing records of passed unit and acceptance 
test. This clause is straightforward; eXtreme programming can satisfy this clause by keeping records 
of passed unit test and acceptance test. Also ISO 9001:2000 clause 8.3�Control of nonconforming 
produce� requires a product that does not fulfill customer requirement to be re-verified to meet such 
conformity. eXtreme programming meets the requirement by ensuring systems satisfies or pass unit 
testing before the product is released into the market. Finally ISO 9001:2000 clause 8.5.2 �Corrective 
action� it helps checks product defects reoccurrence and eXtreme programming satisfy this 
requirements by creating a test cases for defects detected. This is necessary for the defect to be 
eliminated completely before releasing the product to customer [Jerzy, N, J, W&A 2005].  

The above metric or data enables process to be monitored from project initiation i.e. presentation of 
customer stories, through stories implementation, and verification of product features meeting agreed 
customer stories, couple with quality enhancement by increasing number of unit test, meeting 
accurately of stories presented, estimating task accurately thereby reducing the number of 
defect/failures clearly satisfies ISO clause 8.0 measurement, analyses and improvement.  

ISO standard organizations and eXtreme programming organization that want to gain ISO 9000 
certification can adopt the following the process discussed in this chapter and also satisfy the quality 
management requirements as described in section 4.3, this approach helps ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming complements each other by combining compatible strengths of both standard and 
process in delivering a quality software products.  
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9.4 Summary 
 
This chapter described how eXtreme programming practices could be modified to reflect ISO 9001 

requirements, the following ISO key process areas were modified thesis includes; product realizations, 
monitoring and measurement. Modifying eXtreme programming to reflect ISO requirement of these 
process areas alone will not automatically give you certification, but it is also necessary to fulfil ISO 
requirement in ISO�s chapters (4, 5 and 6) as discussed in section 4.3. 
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10 CHAPTER 10 � CONCLUSIONS 
 

10.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter consist of two sections, the first section is the research conclusion and while the other 
section provides answer to research questions in the introduction part of the thesis. And some of the 
answers were described in details in the other chapters of the master thesis. 
 

10.2 Conclusion 
 

A comparative analysis was carried out on literatures findings, interviews and questionnaire� 
response/results from Nigerian software companies, organization software projects characteristics and 
software process practices were evaluated. Then key related practices in ISO and eXtreme 
programming models were identified, also weaknesses and compatible strengths of both models were 
also identified and eXtreme programming practices were mapped to ISO clauses after thorough 
exploitation of the features or characteristics of these models.  

Recommendations were made on how to combine ISO with eXtreme programming and strategy to 
modify eXtreme programming practices to reflect the needs of ISO 9001:2000 requirements in 
product realization, Monitoring and measurement key process areas. 

 

10.3 Answers to the research questions 
 
Answers to the research questions will be presented as follows;  
 
- What is the state of Nigerian software development practices? 

Nigerian software development practices are still in the development stage, on the average I will 
say software process is has not reached maturity state, a lot of improvement is still needed in this 
areas. Although one of the companies from our research is ISO certified, but yet not satisfy with its 
process standard. And some of the organizations have attributed failure to enforce standard in 
development process as the major reason for the development of poor quality products. Most of the 
interviewees are not familiar with modern methods or process improvement models like CMMI, 
eXtreme programming and other agile methods, but majority of the organizations are very more at 
home with the traditional development model - waterfall model and also some organization uses in-
house developed methods for software development.  

The industry lacked process improvement awareness; one of the likely reasons for this is because 
of too much emphasis on Programming/coding. Organization does not seen to have problems in 
programming/coding because they are doing good in this area, because of many good experienced 
programmers in the industry, but most organization seen to have problem with project planning, risk 
analysis/management and project management. Chapter 3 and 7 describes details of Nigerian present 
software process state. 
 
- What are the strengths and weaknesses of XP?  

eXtreme programming team work with fun, they derived joy in working as a team. Also eXtreme 
programming team develop part of user�s stories, delivers the output in iterations to customer 
continuously and feedback comes from customer constantly until approved users stories is completely 
implemented. Pair programming and refractoring produce quality codes and enhance system 
reliability, collective code ownership discourage code monopoly there simplifying code modification 
to reflect changes to requirements. Quick prototyping and iterative approach to development helps 
respond to rapid changing customers needs.  

eXtreme programming practices discourage planning, upfront design, and thus limit project risk 
analysis and management compared to ISO standard. It also lacked artefacts like documentation, 
which makes it difficult to maintain. eXtreme programming is not scalable, not suitable for large sized 
projects. It is unstructured approach to software to development, which makes it difficult to implement 
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without experienced developers.  Test driven approach of eXtreme programming could extend 
development time. See detail in section 5.2 and table 5.0  
 
 
- What are the strength and w of ISO 9000?  

ISO 9000 is continuous software improvement process if it is well implemented, it helps market 
organization products, produces quality products that is predictable, reliable and stable, and it satisfies 
customer needs. Weaknesses includes; ISO standard is too bureaucratic, too much documentation, not 
flexible, very slow in responding to rapid changing requirements, very expensive process when it 
comes to implementing ISO and achieving certification. See section 4.5 and Table 4.0  
 
- What is the relationship between eXtreme programming (XP) and ISO 9000 standards?  

Research result shows that both processes help to improve software product quality by satisfying 
customer�s needs and improving communication within organization members. And also eXtreme 
programming practices conflict ISO requirements in some areas e.g. ISO requires prove information 
of documentation, output like artefacts (requirements specification document, design output etc.) in 
some of its requirements but eXtreme programming lacked documentation or artefacts. Another major 
conflicts are in the area of agile manifestoes and ISO quality management principles, agile is people 
oriented while ISO is process oriented.  

But both processes could complement each other if well combined as described in section chapter 7 
and 8.Both process related key practices are described as shown in Table 6.1, 6.2and 6.3 mapping ISO 
9001 to XP practices.  
 
- How can Nigerian organizations combine eXtreme programming (XP) with ISO 9000? 

eXtreme programming can be mixed with ISO standard by adopting [BarryTurner2003]�s critical 
decision factors that is associated with agile and disciplines home ground. These factors which 
includes; Size, Criticality, Culture, Dynamism and Personnel will enable Nigerian organizations 
determine whether it projects are either in eXtreme programming or ISO home ground or somewhere 
in between. In other words this will enable Nigerian organization chose methodology either pure 
eXtreme programming, or ISO or combination of both that will most successful in executing 
organization�s projects. 

 And these five critical factors are represented in 5 axes polar graph as shown in figure 7.2, 
organization determines its position on the polar graph by measuring or rating the organizations 
projects along the 5 axes of this graph. If a given projects is measured or rated along each of the five 
axes, the more the project�s ratings get closer to the centre of the graph which means the project is in 
the home ground of eXtreme programming and then the more suitable it is to apply a pure eXtreme 
programming methodology in executing the project. And If project is measured along each axes, the 
more the given project ratings get closer to the peripheral of the graph, then the more suitable to apply 
pure ISO standard methodology. But the more the project condition or ratings differs from home 
ground conditions, that is neither very close to the centre (eXtreme) nor the peripheral (ISO), then the 
more risky it becomes to use a pure methodology in executing the same project, and it will be less 
risky and more of healthy practice in adopting mixed methodology by combining compatibles 
practices of both ISO and eXtreme programming.  For detail see chapter 7. 
 
- How can Nigerian eXtreme programming organization achieve ISO certification?  

Modifying eXtreme programming practices to reflect the requirements of ISO 9001:2000 as 
described in chapter 8, enables organization be positioned on the part of achieving ISO certification.  
Note that modifying eXtreme programming practices as described in chapter 8 alone does not earn 
you certifications, but only help fulfil chapters 7.0 and 8.0 of ISO requirements, these chapters only 
specified or contained requirements for the methodology to be employed in software development. 
While other ISO�s chapters (4.0, 5.0 and 6.0) � general quality management requirement as described 
in section 4.3 of this research work, also needed to be satisfied by eXtreme programming 
organizations that want to achieve ISO certifications. It is important to realise that certification is for 
the entire company, not just development process alone, and is based on the entire organization 
process and sub processes. Please see section 4.3 on how organizations can fulfil these requirements. 

 
- What will Nigerian organizations benefits from combining eXtreme programming (XP) with 
ISO 9000? 

Combination of eXtreme programming with ISO brings discipline and agility to software 
development; this will help Nigerian organization cope with high rate of requirements change through 
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rapid response in meeting changing needs. It will also enhance software reliability, predictability and 
stability. According to [BarryTurner2003] future application will need both discipline and agility. He 
explain further that with time large project cannot succeed without rapid response to rapid changing 
needs, and if it has to rely on low rate of response to changing needs cost of rework and redesign will 
be too expensive to cope with, this will also be applicable to Nigerian market.  

This combination also enforces standard and product quality, it also enables organization stay in 
competition with global competitors, meets stakeholders expectation and keeping pace with emerging 
technology and challenges.  

On the summary eXtreme programming combinations with ISO 9000 helps complement each 
other, eXtreme programming brings agility - ability to rapidly respond to ever changing needs to ISO 
organization, for example ISO organization that is in dynamic business environment needs agility to 
survive. Also eXtreme programming because it is a lightweight methodology reduces high volume 
documentation in ISO 9000 there by saving cost. While ISO standard introduces a continuous process 
improvement to eXtreme programming organization and also brings in disciplines to eXtreme 
programming organization for example, in situation where eXtreme programming organization lacked 
experience developers, ISO brings in order or structure approach to development to guide 
inexperienced developers. Also ISO provides solution to maintenance problems of eXtreme 
programming by introducing documentation and other software artefacts. But these benefits will 
further be validated in future work as discussed in chapter 10. 
 

10.4 Summary 
 
This chapters contained research conclusion and answers to the research questions raised in the 

introductory part of this master thesis. Research recommendations were described in detail in both 
chapter 8 and 9 of the master thesis. 
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CHAPTER 11 � FURTHER RESEARCH 
 
Further research work is desirable in this area; firstly, an industrial research is necessary to evaluate 

the recommendations of this research performance in the industries. This will help validate this 
research recommendations and thereby improving on these recommendations.  

Secondly, another research is desirable on the maintenance issues on the emergence process of 
combining eXtreme programming with ISO standards. This will enhance continual software process 
improvement and thereby addressing maintenance issues facing the resulting software methodology.  

Thirdly will be research on how to combine eXtreme programming with CMMI, this will help 
investigate on how to possibly introduce agility to CMMI organizations. 
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APPENDIX A 
Questionnaire 

 
 
Introduction 

• Introducing my self 
• Communicating the research goals and framework. 

Open minded questions 
 

1. What is your occupation? 
2. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, process 

engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc. 
 
Organizations project questions 
 
3. What is the size of your company and development team? 
4. How many years experience do have in software development? 
5. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often 

develop, you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical 
application, small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of 
application, if not on the list. 

6. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs does it change often or is stable through development life cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change? 

7. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 
methodology?  

Development process questions 
 
8. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water fall 

model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, Microsoft 
Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc. you can list more if not on 
the list 

9. What development methodology/process does your present office use? 
10. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve in 

your software development? 
11. What development tools and programming language does your office use? 
12. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process? 
13. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your present 

office methodology/process. 
14. Do you have any experience on ISO standard? 
15. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 
16. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigerian market? 

• Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
• If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
• Does it improve software quality? 
• Would you recommend it for your company? 

17. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology? 

18. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and weakness? 
19. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 

programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly. 
20. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity? 
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21. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria? 
22. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 

methodologies in Nigerian market? 
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APPENDIX B 
Summary of Interviewees response 

Intervi
ewees/
compa
ny 

Size 
 

Personnel experienced 
 

Criticality 
 

Dynamism 
(Rate of Change of 
requirement) 

Cultu
re 
(chao
s Vs 
order) 

1a Large The team members just 
know how to use the 
waterfall model and 
only one person can 
make changes to the 
process. 

Critical 
Banking application 
utilities programs, if there 
is system failure could lead 
to lose of substantial 
amount. 

 A bit stable � 
3 per month requirement 
change rate 

Chaos 

1b Large 
size-8 

Most of the team just 
follow laid down rules 
in software process like 
the waterfall and 1 or 
two person gives 
directives on standard 
to follow, same person 
helps ensure this 
standard is followed 
and the same person 
could adjust the 
standard based on 
projects requirements. 

Not too critical application, 
medium-sized mainly 
banking application but 
critical when it comes 
functionality and 
operations, if it 
malfunctions may lead to 
loss of substantial amount. 

It all depends on the 
applications some 
changes often while 
some is very stable, but 
on the average I will say 
3-4 requirements 
changes per month. 
 

Chaos 

2 a Medium
/large 

Quality assurance 2-
team members are 
responsible for the ISO 
implementation, one of 
them is very 
knowledgeable about 
ISO and other 
developers has little 
experiences about the 
process 

Critical application- Most 
of the projects are business 
management applications 
implementations for big 
companies. Like banks and 
telecom companies. 

Although it depends on 
the projects, but on the 
average it is about 5-6 
requirements change per 
month. 

order 

2 b medium 23 Developers are not 
experienced about the 
process they just use 
the standard and while 
2 of the development 
are experienced on the 
process 

Critical application for 
banks and telecom 
companies, implement 
business management 
applications like Microsoft 
great plains and Navision 
that worth millions of Naira 

Five (5) requirements 
change per month 
approximately, although 
it varies with projects 

order 

3a  
Small 
and 
medium 
Team 
size(9) 

About 3 developers are 
very experienced with 
the in-house process; 
they are the brain 
behind the process. 
While 4 of team 
member know about the 
process and while other 
knows little or none 
about the process  

Non-critical  Changes often 
20 per month 

Chaos 

3b  
Small 
and 
medium 
Team 

3 team members are 
responsible for the 
process and other does 
not know much about 
it. 

Non-critical � discretional 
fund 

Changes often 
20 per month 

Chaos 
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size(9) 
4 a Small 

and 
medium 

One of the team 
members is comfortable 
with waterfall model 2 
of the team members 
have 1 or two years 
using waterfall model 
and the other team 
member has no 
knowledge about the 
process. 

None too critical, small-
sized project. All projects 
are mainly web-portal 
project for banks and one 
of the projects worth 30 
million naira and billing 
application for that also 
worth about two hundred 
and fifteen thousands 
dollars. 

It is bit stable, probably 
about 5-7 requirements 
changes per month, 
although I am not too 
sure of this, I just gave 
an estimate. 
 

chaos 

4 b Small 
and 
medium 

Some developers are 
not experienced in 
software process, but 
one or two of the team 
member does 

None too critical, small-
sized project. All projects 
are mainly web-portal 
project for banks and one 
of the projects worth 30 
million naira and billing 
application for that also 
worth about two hundred 
and fifteen thousands 
dollars.. 

It is stable, 
approximately 6 
requirements change per 
month. 
 

Chaos 

5a Large 
scale 

3 of the developers are 
quiet experienced with 
development process, 
but the team lead is 
responsible for the 
development process, 
he is very 
knowledgeable in 
waterfall/spiral model. 
 

None-critical, small 
medium projects 
 

30 requirement change 
per month 

order 

5b Large 
scale 

Many developers are 
very experienced in 
spiral model and only 
about 4-5 of the team 
member�s just uses the 
model. 
 

None-critical, small 
medium projects 
 

30 requirement change 
per month 

order 
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APPENDIX C 
Interviewee�s detailed response 

 
Interviewee 1A 
 
[15:28] osatoi: hello 
[15:28] osatoi: i need information from u on the questionire 
[15:28] osatoi: how do we answer it 
[15:29] edisonerhas: ok 
[15:29] osatoi: i mean how do we write the question 
[15:29] edisonerhas: what is the question 
[15:29] edisonerhas: just along with questions but u just bold your answers 
[15:29] edisonerhas: it clear? 
[15:30] osatoi: ok 
[15:30] osatoi: we will do that 
[15:30] osatoi: as they submit to me i forwrad them to u 
[15:31] edisonerhas: thanks menn 
[15:31] edisonerhas: osato let me ask one question 
[15:34] osatoi: ok 
[15:38] edisonerhas: what will say about how u developed software in ur company, 

do u follow lay down define rules or procedures for software development 
[15:41] edisonerhas: which means u dont how ur own wil or u not empowered  
[15:42] edisonerhas: or u are empowred and given the freedome to carry out 

development from project initaition to completion 
[15:44] edisonerhas: while the other case u are only empowered by the lay down 

rule and procedure u dont deviate from it 
[15:53] osatoi: we are empowered from project inition to completion 
[15:53] osatoi: we have been using the water fall model 
[15:53] osatoi: or edison can u interview me on line now 
[15:53] edisonerhas: ok 
[15:53] edisonerhas: good 
[15:54] osatoi: based on the questionire 
[15:54] osatoi: so u get my comment direct 
[15:54] osatoi: i am ready 
[15:54] edisonerhas: ok 
[15:54] edisonerhas: great 
[15:54] osatoi: start asking the questions now 
[15:55] edisonerhas: u dont want to use the questionnaire again? 
[15:55] edisonerhas: is that what u mean? 
[15:55] osatoi: yes for me 
[15:55] edisonerhas: okay 
[15:56] osatoi: my guys are busy 
[15:56] osatoi: interview me 
[15:56] osatoi: so that we can replicate it 
[15:57] edisonerhas: filling the questionnaireok 
[15:57] edisonerhas: 1. What is your occupation? 
[16:00] osatoi: banking 
[16:00] osatoi: information techology 
[16:00] edisonerhas: 2. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project 

manager, developer, process engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc. 
[16:04] edisonerhas: is it clear? 
[16:06] osatoi: project manager 
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[16:06] edisonerhas: good 
[16:06] edisonerhas: 3. What is the size of your company and development team? 
[16:07] osatoi: size of company is 2 thousand 
[16:07] osatoi: size of development team is 8 
[16:07] edisonerhas: great 
[16:08] edisonerhas: 4. How many years experience do have in software 

development? 
[16:09] osatoi: 7 years 
[16:11] osatoi: are u there 
[16:11] edisonerhas: 5. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application 

you company often develop, you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, 
none-critical application, small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other 
types of application, if not on the list. 

[16:11] osatoi: safety/critical applications 
[16:11] osatoi: large size projects 
[16:12] osatoi: workflows 
[16:12] osatoi: application 
[16:12] osatoi: mission critical application 
[16:13] edisonerhas: what kind of mission critical? 
[16:13] edisonerhas: does it mean live/safty application? 
[16:14] osatoi: yes 
[16:14] edisonerhas: great 
[16:14] edisonerhas: 6. What will you say on the average about your 

organizations� past projects requirements/needs does it change often or is stable 
through development life cycle? 

If requirements change often, but how often does it change? 
 
[16:15] osatoi: it a bit stable 
[16:16] osatoi: may be changes every six months 
[16:16] edisonerhas: ok 
[16:17] edisonerhas: how many new requirements per month on the average? 
[16:20] edisonerhas: are u still there? 
[16:25] edisonerhas: okay let move to the next question 
[16:28] osatoi: yes 
[16:28] osatoi: my system went off 
[16:28] edisonerhas: okay 
[16:28] osatoi: new reqiurement 3 
[16:28] edisonerhas: ok 
[16:28] edisonerhas: 7. What is the experience of your project team especially in 

software process or methodology?  
[16:29] osatoi: above average 
[16:31] edisonerhas: can they modify, revised, change, exixting software methods 

or they just know how to use the waterfall model? 
[16:34] osatoi: they know how to use the water fall model 
[16:35] edisonerhas: ok 
[16:35] edisonerhas: 8. What development methodology/process have you used in 

the past? e.g. water fall model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, 
SCRUM, Microsoft Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc. 

[16:36] osatoi: water fall model, spiral model 
[16:36] osatoi: but more ofwater fall model 
[16:37] edisonerhas: great 
[16:37] edisonerhas: 9. What development methodology/process does your present 

office use? 
[16:39] osatoi: water fall model 
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[16:39] edisonerhas: 10. What development tools and programming language does 
your office use? 

[16:40] osatoi: back end SQL server and oracle 
[16:42] edisonerhas: what about front end? 
[16:44] osatoi: hold let me use the gent 
[16:45] edisonerhas: ok 
[16:53] osatoi: i am back 
[16:53] edisonerhas: what about front end? 
[16:53] edisonerhas: tools 
[16:54] osatoi: i have said something about that 
[16:54] osatoi: read up 
[16:55] edisonerhas: u only mention back end tools 
[16:55] edisonerhas: oracle and sql server 
[16:57] edisonerhas: 11. Are you satisfied with this development 

methodology/process? 
[16:58] osatoi: there room to a better one 
[16:59] edisonerhas: it is not clear to me? 
[16:59] osatoi: we are  
[16:59] osatoi: but i said if there is a better one we can adopt it 
[17:00] edisonerhas: are us satisfy with it yes or no? 
[17:01] osatoi: no 
[17:01] edisonerhas: ok 
[17:01] edisonerhas: 12. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and 

weaknesses of your present office methodology/process. 
[17:03] osatoi: briefly one of the streghts is that it logically allows a software to be 

developed from project initiation to comoletion 
[17:03] osatoi: i mean completion 
[17:04] osatoi: but disadvantageis that is not customer centric 
[17:05] edisonerhas: okay 
[17:05] edisonerhas: 13. Do you have any experience on ISO standard? 
[17:05] osatoi: no 
[17:06] edisonerhas: ok 
[17:06] edisonerhas: 15. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria 

market? 
[17:06] edisonerhas: � Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
� If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
� Does it improve software quality? 
� Would you recommend it for your company? 
 
[17:06] osatoi: i think is something that will be welcomed 
[17:07] edisonerhas: ok 
[17:07] edisonerhas: 16. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or 

other agile family development methodology? 
[17:07] osatoi: no 
[17:08] edisonerhas: 18. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO 

standard and eXtreme programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please 
explain briefly 

[17:08] osatoi: ISO methodology help to improve software quality 
[17:08] osatoi: becos is customer centric 
[17:09] edisonerhas: greate 
[17:09] osatoi: edison how many more questions 
[17:09] osatoi: i need to work now 
[17:09] edisonerhas: just 2 reamining 
[17:09] osatoi: ok quick 
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[17:10] edisonerhas: 20. Are you satisfied with software development process in 
Nigeria? 

[17:10] osatoi: no 
[17:10] osatoi: i am not satisfied 
[17:10] osatoi: we can still do more 
[17:10] edisonerhas: 21. What other issues would you want to be addressed 

regarding development methodologies in Nigerian market? 
[17:10] osatoi: the rush to produce application is too much 
[17:11] osatoi: customer should be involed 
[17:11] osatoi: and testing phase should be given a enough time 
[17:11] edisonerhas: great 
[17:11] edisonerhas: thanks very much 
[17:12] edisonerhas: that all 
[17:12] osatoi: so what are u giving me 
[17:12] osatoi: any white girl? 
[17:12] edisonerhas: white chicks 
[17:12] edisonerhas: yeah 
[17:12] osatoi: how do i get them 
[17:12] edisonerhas: pls i willneed another response from ur guys 
[17:13] osatoi: i will send them to u 
[17:13] edisonerhas: thanks menn 
[17:13] osatoi: when they are through 
[17:13] edisonerhas: shey today? 
[17:13] osatoi: anyone that finishes i will send it to  
[17:14] edisonerhas: okay 
 
 
Interviewee 1B 

 
Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

1. What is your occupation?- Banking 
2. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, process 

engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc. -Developer 
3. What is the size of your company and development team? Company size 2,000 but 

software development is 8 
4. How many years experience do have in software development?- 4years 
5. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often develop, 

you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical application, 
small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of application, if not 
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on the list. � Not too critical application, medium-sized mainly banking application 
but critical when it comes functionality and operations, if it malfunctions may lead 
to loss of substantial amount. 

6. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 

7. If requirements change often, but how often does it change? It all depends on the 
applications some changes often while some is very stable, but on the average I will 
say 3-4 requirements changes per month. 

8. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 
methodology? Most of the team just follow laid down rules in software process like 
the waterfall and 1 or two person gives directives on standard to follow, same 
person helps ensure this standard is followed and the same person could adjust the 
standard based on projects requirements. 

9. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water fall 
model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, Microsoft 
Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc.- None 

10. What development methodology/process does your present office use?- Water fall 
model 

11. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve in 
your software development? 

12. What development tools and programming language does your office use? Oracle, 
sql server, visual basic and java. 

13. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process?- yes, I think there is 
room for improvement. 

14. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your present 
office methodology/process. No idea  

15. Do you have any experience on ISO standard?- No 
16. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 
17. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market?-None 

a. Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
b. If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
c. Does it improve software quality? 
d. Would you recommend it for your company? 

18. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology?- No 

19. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and weakness?-
Don�t Know 

20. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly. 

21. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity? 
22. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria?- No, I think it can 

be improved on. 
23. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 

methodologies in Nigerian market? Nigeria should standardize. 
 
 

 
Interviewee 2A 

 
Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
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methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

23. What is your occupation? 
• Software Developer 

24. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, process 
engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc. 
• Software Developer 

25. What is the size of your company and development team? 
• 25  

26. How many years experience do have in software development? 
• 4yrs 

 
27. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water fall 

model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, Microsoft 
Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc. 
• ISO standard 

28. What development methodology/process does your present office use? 
• ISO standard (It�s ISO Certified) 

29. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve in 
your software development? 
- 

30. What development tools and programming language does your office use? 
• Microsoft Visual FoxPro 

31. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process? 
• Yes 

32. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your present 
office methodology/process. 
• The employment of ISO standards in my office in the implementation of software 

developed in-house and the service we render to our clients have made more 
recognitions and awareness for us in the Nigeria markets and have put us in the 
limelight as one of the best software houses in Nigeria. This is the strength of the 
methodology we employed. There is no process with strength without its own 
weakness. We do encounter some setbacks in the course of the implementation 
as well. 

 
33. Do you have any experience on ISO standard? 

• Not much 
 
34. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 

• - 
35. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 

Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
Does it improve software quality? 
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Would you recommend it for company? 
• ISO Certification for companies in Nigeria will be a welcome thing especially in 

software development because Nigeria is presently in the era of software 
development. These companies need to be certified and knowledgeable in ISO 
standards so as to come up with good products from time to time. 
 

36. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology? 
• No 

37. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and weakness? 
- 

38. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly. 
• Yes, the two (2) standards provide means for staff to perform their tasks right 

the first time, by providing the appropriate resources, training, instructions and 
the right environment, motivation and controls 

• Provides means for documenting the company�s experience in a structured 
manner and thus establishing a basis for educating and training staff and the 
systematic improvement of performance 

• Helps to maintain the consistency in the quality of products and services 
 

39. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity? 
• Yes, I will 

40. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria? 
• Presently Nigeria is still at low ebb but we are advancing daily. I am satisfied 

with the progress we are making. 
 

41. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 
methodologies in Nigerian market? 
• In Nigeria we need to adhere to standard and not to compromise the quality of 

products so as to produce the world best all time. 
 
 

Additional question 
42. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often develop, 

you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical application, 
small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of application, if not 
on the list � Critical, small, medium and large. Develops business and financial 
software. 

43. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change?-5 

44. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 
methodology? Not too experience, except one or  few of our development team. 

 
 
Interviewee 2B 

 
Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
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effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

45. What is your occupation?- IT professional 
46. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, process 

engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc. - Software Developer 
47. What is the size of your company and development team? -25 
48. How many years experience do have in software development?- 3yrs 
49. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often develop, 

you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical application, 
small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of application, if not 
on the list � Critical, small, medium and large. Development of business and 
financial software e.tc 

50. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change?-5 

51. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 
methodology? Some of us are not too knowledgeable about in software process, but 
1 out of our team member knows about ISO software process. 

 
52. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water fall 

model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, Microsoft 
Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc. 
-None 

53. What development methodology/process does your present office use? -ISO 
standard 

54. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve in 
your software development? 
- 

55. What development tools and programming language does your office use? -
Microsoft Visual FoxPro 

56. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process? - Yes 
57. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your present 

office methodology/process. 
i. Satisfy customers needs and enforces standard in development 

ii. Two many rules and regulations 
 

58. Do you have any experience on ISO standard-minor experience 
 

 
59. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 

i.  Satisfy customers needs and enforces standard in development 
ii. Two many rules and regulations 

 
60. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 

Does it worth getting ISO certification? - it worth it 
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If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? - What we lacked is standard 
development 
Does it improve software quality?-yes 
Would you recommend it for your company?-yes 

 
61. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 

development methodology?-No 
62. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and weakness? 

- 
63. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 

programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly. 
- I guess there is relationship because both process improve quality in software 
development 
 

64. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity? 
- Yes 
65. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria? 

- No, we lack development process. 
 

66. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 
methodologies in Nigerian market?- enforcing standard. 
 

Interviewee 3A 
Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

67. What is your occupation?-Software Engineer 
68. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, process 

engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc.-My position in the office is 
tester. 

69. What is the size of your company and development team?- The total  size of the  
company is 9.Comprising  1 project manager, 3 developers, 1 process engineer, 2 
testers, and 2 system analyst.  

70. How many years experience do have in software development? - 5 years experience 
in the profession. 

71. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often develop, 
you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical application, 
small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of application, if not 
on the list � My company is focused on developing small and medium applications. 
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72. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change?- It changes often, about 

6 per month. 
73. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 

methodology? - Very experienced in in-house development methodology, about 30 of 
the staff can actually modify the process to suit any projects while other just use the 
process. 

74. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water fall 
model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, Microsoft 
Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc. � Agile methodology 

75. What development methodology/process does your present office use? - My 
company do not adopt any particular development methodology as outlined above 
for development. 

76. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve in 
your software development?-basically we just develop software for clients without 
using any specific methodology. But our development process responds to changes 
in customer�s requirements. From my perspective, base on its response to 
customers� continuous changes in requirements, I think it is more like Agile 
methodology, even if not tagged Agile development process by my organization. 

77. What development tools and programming language does your office use? Our 
development is basically done with Visual Basic and Java. 

78. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process?- I am not satisfied 
with the development process for certain reasons:1) It is difficult for managers to 
use, because it does not specify when project managers are suppose to get involved 
in project .2)  How frequent mangers are suppose to meet with the development 
team. 3) It frequent response to customers request, during development leads to 
delay in completing development on time and delivering of product at stipulated time 
to clients. 

79. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your present 
office methodology/process. The strengths are: active in its response to customers� 
request. It allows teamwork. Weaknesses- It takes time to complete project. We don� 
use project schedule, completion of project is strictly based on pressure from top 
management. Responsibilities of project managers are not spelt out. 

80. Do you have any experience on ISO standard? Yes I do. 
81. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? I think its 

strengths are basically satisfying customers in terms of functionality and 
performance requirements of software delivered to customers. 

82. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 
• Does it worth getting ISO certification? It is worth getting ISO certification 
• If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? It creates standard like a 

bench mark for companies to develop and deliver quality software.  
• Does it improve software quality? It certain improves software quality  
• Would you recommend it for company? I will certainly recommend it for 

companies for its emphasis on software quality in terms of performance and 
functionality. 

83. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology? Not using any specific Agile method. My experience was 
to adopt the general principles of Agile methodology. No specific Agile method 
experience. 

84. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and weakness? The 
strengths are: Its ability to respond to customers changes in requirements. Secondly 
allows for customers participation during development, by holding meetings with 
customers at regular interval. The weaknesses, which are common to all Agile 
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family, to much of customers� interference with project, which leads to delay in 
completing project on time. Tasks are not schedule. No specific scheduling tool is 
used, like water fall or traditional method. It is self working team, without project 
manager. All software projects, is suppose to have a project manager that controls 
the development activities of the project. 

85. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly. 

86. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity? I don�t think I 
would like to, even with its ability to respond to customers change, I would rather 
prefer too use waterfall method, which can handle changes in requirements with a 
well-constituted change control board. 

87. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria? Not satisfied with 
the development process. 

88. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 
methodologies in Nigerian market? The market is still very young in terms of 
software development. As a result most organizations in Nigerian do not use specific 
development method. More should be done in this area, to ensure style and standard 
in the quality of software development in Nigerian market. 

 
Interviewee 3B 

Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

89. What is your occupation?-Developer 
90. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, process 

engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc.-My position in the office is 
tester. 

91. What is the size of your company and development team? - The total size of the 
company is 9.  

92. How many years experience do have in software development? - 3 years experience 
in the profession. 

93. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often develop, 
you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical application, 
small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of application, if not 
on the list � Critical, small, medium and large.  

94. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change?-less than 6 
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95. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 
methodology? 3of the development team manage the development process while 
other follows the rules. 

96. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water fall 
model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, Microsoft 
Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc. � water fall 

97. What development methodology/process does your present office use? � in-house 
98. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve in 

your software development?-There in-house developed methodology. 
99. What development tools and programming language does your office use? Our 

development is basically done with Visual Basic and Java. 
100. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process?- NO 
101. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your 

present office methodology/process. It guides developers in producing quality 
software that meets customer needs. The major weakness is its complexity, difficult 
for programmers to follow the procedures. 

102. Do you have any experience on ISO standard? NO 
103. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness?  
104. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 

• Does it worth getting ISO certification?-  It is worth getting ISO 
certification 

• If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? It enforces standard  
• Does it improve software quality? Yes of course, It does improves software 

quality  
• Would you recommend it for company? I don�t know because don�t know 

much about it 
105. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 

development methodology? NO 
106. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and 

weakness?  
107. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 

programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly. I think 
they are related in the sense that they both produce quality products and helps in 
meeting customer�s needs. 

108. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity -Yes 
109. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria? Not satisfied  
110. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 

methodologies in Nigerian market? The market is still very young in terms of 
software development. Enforcement of standard should be encouraged. 

 
 

 
Interviewee 4A 

Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
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The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

111. What is your occupation? - Programmer 
112. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, 

process engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc.- Software Developer 
113. What is the size of your company and development team?- 4 
114. How many years experience do you have in software development?-3yrs 
115. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often 

develop, you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical 
application, small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of 
application, if not on the list. - None too critical, small-sized project. All projects are 
mainly web-portal project for banks and one of the projects worth 30 million naira 
and billing application for that also worth about some thousands of dollars. 

116. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change?- It is bit stable, probably 

about 5-7 requirements changes per month, although I am not too sure of this, I just gave 
an estimate. 
117. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 

methodology? Most of the developers are too experience in process model used, but 
the lead team knows and care much about the development process. 

118. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water 
fall model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, 
Microsoft Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc.- None 

119. What development methodology/process does your present office use?-Water 
fall model, but emphasis on requirements definition and coding. 

120. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve 
in your software development? 

121. What development tools and programming language does your office use? 
Java, visual basic, visual Interdev, MS-sql server and oracle 

122. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process?-No 
123. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your 

present office methodology/process. One of the major weakness, it delays project 
executions and the strength is, it brings quality to software products. 

124. Do you have any experience on ISO standard?- No 
125. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 
126. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 

• Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
• If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
• Does it improve software quality? 
• Would you recommend it for your company? 

127. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology?-NO 

128. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and 
weakness? 

129. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly.- I 
don�t know 

130. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity?-Yes 
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131. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria?-No, I think 
we can still improve on it. 

132. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 
methodologies in Nigerian market? - better development process that decreases 
development time. 

 
Interviewee 4B 

 
Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

133. What is your occupation? � Software programmer 
134. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, 

process engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc.- Software Developer 
135. What is the size of your company and development team?- 4 
136. How many years experience do you have in software development?-4yrs 
137. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often 

develop, you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical 
application, small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of 
application, if not on the list. - None critical, small-sized project.  

138. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change?- It is stable, 

approximately 6 requirements change per month. 
139. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 

methodology? Some developers are not experienced in software process, but one or 
two of the team member do. 

140. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water 
fall model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, 
Microsoft Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc.- None 

141. What development methodology/process does your present office use?-Water 
fall model 

142. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve 
in your software development? 

143. What development tools and programming language does your office use? 
Java, visual basic, visual Interdev, MS-sql server and oracle 

144. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process?-No 
145. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your 

present office methodology/process. It helps satisfy customer needs and also the 
major weakness is inability to meet up with projects deadline. 
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146. Do you have any experience on ISO standard?- No 
147. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 
148. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 

• Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
• If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
• Does it improve software quality? 
• Would you recommend it for your company? 

149. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology?-NO 

150. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and 
weakness? 

151. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly.- No 
idea 

152. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity?-Yes 
153. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria?-No,  
154. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 

methodologies in Nigerian market? � Research on this areas. 
 
 
 

Interviewee 5A 
 

Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

155. What is your occupation?-Software developer 
156. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, 

process engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc.- Programmer 
157. What is the size of your company and development team?-11 
158. How many years experience do have in software development?-5years 
159. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often 

develop, you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical 
application, small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of 
application, if not on the list. None-critical, small medium projects 

160. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change? �It all depends on 

project at hand. It changes often, since we use prototyping, we record 30 requirements 
changes approximately per month. 
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161. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 
methodology? Some of the developers are quiet experienced with development 
process, but the team lead is responsible for the development process, he is very 
knowledgeable in waterfall/spiral model. 

162. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water 
fall model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, 
Microsoft Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc.- Water fall 

163. What development methodology/process does your present office use?- Spiral 
model, we adhere to all the rules of this model, from project initiation to project 
completion. A lot is done on project planning, risk analysis, requirement definitions, 
designs, programming and implementation. 

164. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve 
in your software development? 

165. What development tools and programming language does your office use?- 
Visual basic, VBA access, Oracle. 

166. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process?-Yes 
167. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your 

present office methodology/process. The major weakness is as follows: It involves 
too much documentation like users guide manuals, technical manual and also 
extensive training to end-users. Among the strengths are follows: It satisfies 
customer needs, brings discipline to development team, It coordinates the projects 
that enable deadlines to be monitored. 

168. Do you have any experience on ISO standard?- No 
169. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 
170. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 

• Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
• If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
• Does it improve software quality? 
• Would you recommend it for your company? 

171. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology?- No 

172. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and 
weakness? 

173. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly.-Not 
too sure 

174. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity?-Yes 
175. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria?-Making 

development process flexible and useful 
176. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 

methodologies in Nigerian market?- enforcing standard 
 
 

Interviewee 5A 
Research aims 
 
The aim of this study is to carry out a research study on how to combine eXtreme programming (XP) 
with ISO 9000 in a way that will be complimentary and at the same time compensate for their 
weaknesses. The combination will results a methodology that combines agility with discipline, also a 
methodology that promise higher customer satisfaction, lower defect rate, faster development time, 
effective solution to rapidly changing customers need, predictability, stability and higher assurance in 
software products. This will enable Nigeria organizations continually improve on software process in 
order to repeatedly deliver quality software product and the same time achieve ISO certification for 
global recognition.  
 
Summary of Research Frame work 
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The above aims will be achieved by modifying eXtreme programming practices to satisfy ISO 9001 
requirements. Modified eXtreme programming practices that will be accepted from ISO perspective 
will be mapped one on one to ISO 9001clauses in ISO key process areas; quality management system, 
product realization, measurement, control and analysis. 
 
Questionnaire 

177. What is your occupation?-Software developer 
178. What is your current position in office? E.g. Project manager, developer, 

process engineer, quality manager, tester, system analyst etc.- software developer 
179. What is the size of your company and development team? -11 
180. How many years experience do have in software development?-6years 
181. Please select from the list bellow the kind of application you company often 

develop, you can select more than one, safety/critical applications, none-critical 
application, small, medium, large size projects. Pls also indicate other types of 
application, if not on the list. - None-critical, small medium projects 

182. What will you say on the average about your organizations� past projects 
requirements/needs, does it change often or is stable through development life 
cycle? 
If requirements change often, but how often does it change? � 30 requirements 

changes approximately per month. 
183. What is the experience of your project team especially in software process or 

methodology? Many developers are very experienced in spiral model. 
184. What development methodology/process have you used in the past? e.g. water 

fall model, spiral model, ISO standard, Rational Unified Process, SCRUM, 
Microsoft Solutions Framework, eXtreme Programming, DSDM etc.- Water 
fall/spiral model 

185. What development methodology/process does your present office use?- Spiral 
model, we adhere to all the rules of this model, from project initiation to project 
completion. A lot is done on project planning, risk analysis, requirement definitions, 
designs, programming and implementation. 

186. If there is not specific process or methodology, what are the processes involve 
in your software development? 

187. What development tools and programming language does your office use?- 
Visual basic, VBA access, Oracle. 

188. Are you satisfied with this development methodology/process?-Yes 
189. Could you please briefly highlights on the strengths and weaknesses of your 

present office methodology/process. Weakness includes prolonged project 
completion dates. And strength of the model includes; produces quality products, 
meet users requirements needs and creates good communications among 
development team 

190. Do you have any experience on ISO standard?- No 
191. If yes what will you consider as ISO standard�s strength and weakness? 
192. What do you think about ISO certification in Nigeria market? 

• Does it worth getting ISO certification? 
• If yes why do you think so? If no, explain briefly? 
• Does it improve software quality? 
• Would you recommend it for your company? 

193. Do you have any experience in eXtreme programming or other agile family 
development methodology?- No 

194. If yes what will you consider as eXtreme programming strengths and 
weakness? 

195. Do you think there is any relationship between ISO standard and eXtreme 
programming? If yes what are the relationships? If no please explain briefly.-there 
is relationship, both helps meet specified requirements and enhancing quality in 
software products. 
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196. Will you like try out eXtreme programming if given the opportunity?-Yes 
197. Are you satisfied with software development process in Nigeria? -No 
198. What other issues would you want to be addressed regarding development 

methodologies in Nigerian market?- enforcing standard and making development 
process flexible and easy to use. 

 
 


